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Preface

The Educatio'n for All Handicaoped Children Act; Public Law
94-I42i was enacted.in 1975. The statute requires that a "free
appropriate public *education" be available to all handicapped
children (age 3 through 21) in the United States; regardless of
the severity-of their handicap unless_servicesto children aged
3-5 or 18-21 would he inconsistent with state legislation. The
law also mandates that State Education Agencies (SEAs) and
Local Education Agencies (LEAs) develop special education and
related F.ervices to meet_these children's unique needs. In
tandem with Section 504 of_the Rehabilitation Act; as amended;
thiS law has had; and continues to,have; a profound impact on;
not only handicapped children and their families, but also the
entire public education system.

Implemeniation of P.L. 94-142 has proven difficult in many
respects; While the law mandated major new responsibilities to
state and local education agencies; it did not provide detailed
federal guidance. nor full financing to carry out these
responsibilities; As a result; state and local education
agencies have had to develop a wide range of new policies to
implement the law. In so doing,_ they have confronted problems
and controversies ranging from the consequences_of,shrinking
human service resources and the debate over the rights of
handicapped persons, to professional disagreements about the
most_effective settings in which to educate handicapped
Children.

Recognizing the importance of providing states with
technical assistance to implement P.L. 94-142; Special
Education Programs (SEP) of the U.S. Department of Education
(formerly the Office of Special Education) awarded a contract
to the Center for the Study.of Social Policy (CSSP) to (1)
identify effective policies used by_state and local education
agencies that serve handicapped children; and (2) disseminate
information_ about these strategie§ to federal, state, and local
decision-makers.

In conducting -this project-x, the Center analyzed state and
local policies in five areas of implementation:

Interagency collaboration;

Provision of related services;

Provision of services to handicapped students in
out-of-district placements;

Implementation of the least restrictive environment
mandate; and

State monitoring and compliance activities;
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The project design proceeded from a broad overview of policies
and implementation strategies developed by states and local
districts, through successive _stages of data collection; A
telephone survey was conducted in all 50 states; follow-up site
visits were made to 18 states; and over 400 LEAs recommended as
having effective policies were surveyed, with approximately 60
follow-up telephone interviews and field visits to some 35
LEAs;

From these data collection efforts, the prOject has
produced four reports:

Volume 1: EffectiveroState Policies to_Promote Interagency
Collaboration.__The first.volume sets forth a perspective on
interagency collaboration which applies not only to this volume
of -the report, but to the other three volumes as well; This
volume also reviews the use of state interagency committees,
interagency agreements, and other collaborative efforts
designed to (1) define responsibilities for services to
children in residential facilities; (2) promote local inter-
agency collaboration; (3) assign service delivery and financial
responsibilities among state agencies; and (4) share
information across agencies;

Volume-I:_ Effective Polfcies-fn the Provision of Related
aervices; This report documents effective state and locaf
policies in providing related_ services to handicapped children.
The areas reviewed here include those state policies which
clarify education agencies' responsibilities, and those which
increase the resources available for related services by
securing other state agencies' cooperation; This volume also
examines local pal' ies which (I) obtain resources from other
human service ageucies, (2) pool resources to increase the

'availability pf services, and (3) seek to develop new programs
for specific population groups such as emotionally disturbed
students;

Volume 3: Policies Which Address Out -of- District
Placements and Assure Education in the Least Restrictive
Environment. This volume examines two important policy_ areas:
the proNiision_of_services to children_in_out-of-dittridt
placements and-the implementation of the least- restrictive
environment mandate._ State policies are analyzed which help
SEAS influence_ local placement decisions, as well as others
which transfer responsibility back to the LEAs for
institutionalized handicapped students. This volume also
examines local policies which utilize the resources of other
human service agencies to implement the LRE mandate; These
policies include those through which LEAsdevelop_ new programs
to enable students to remain in local pUblic schools; others
that reflect LEA procedures to allow greater control_ over
placement decisions, and still others -that seek_ to- change
attitudes about integrating handicapped and non-handicapped
students.
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Volume____Eflec_t_ive State Monitoring_ Policies. The final
volume exam-ines two policy_ areas. The first focuses on SEA
policies\that seek to eValUate program quality as well as
perform compliance monitoring. The second examines alterna-
tiVe strategies used by SEAs to effectively monitor education
programs administered by other state human service agencies;

Support for this work was provided by Special Education
Programs; the H.E. Department of Education; under Contract
#300-80-0829; Full responsibility_for the accuracy _Of_ it8
findings and conclusions rests with the Center forlthe Study of
SociAl Policy; Howeveri'mahy thanks are due to th4=2 iffiCial8
of state and local education agencies and other human service
agencies who ga their time to diSCU88 their programs and pro-
vide the information upon which the projects' reports are
based; In addition; staff of the Center would like to extend
particular thanks to several people whose effortscontributed
tothese reports._ Ray-SmicheS, the study's- initial contract
officer at the U.S, Department -of EdUtatioh; helped define the
scope of the study and contributed to its work throughout;'
David Rostetter and JaddiS Franklin; the 'subsequent contract
OffiCers; made numerous improvements'in the style and content
of the reports. Dr. Kenneth Olsen and Ethel Bright from the
Mid-South Regional Resource Center; the University of Kentucky;
generously shared their own workiassisted in the Center's data
collection efforts; and worked collaboratively in the ptepata-
tion of the related services volume. Dick_Galloway and Beverly
Osteen of the National Associatibh of State DireCtors of
Special Education also assisted Cehter staff in all phases of
the project's work;
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VOLUME 1

EFFECTIVE STATE STRATEGIES TO PROMOTE INTERAGENCY
COLLABORATION

EXECUTIVE -SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

Following 'P.L. 94-142's passage, the con ceptof

"interagency collaboration" was approached enthusiastically by

special education policymakers. State and local interagency

efforts proliferated, spurred by a belief that interagency

activity could improve and expand services for handicapped

children and thus help carry out the difficult federal

mandate;

Many of these early interagency efforts foundered. They

proceeded slowly; failed to have any lasting effect on service

delivery; and only -rarely addresaed the moat diff_icult issues

of interagency financing and cost-sharing. An appreciation of

the difficulties of interagency efforts began to replace the

earlier optimism. PoIicymakers began to recognize that

interagency collaboration was not appropriate in all

circumstances or for solving all problems.

This report analyzes a number of state-level

interagency efforts that have grown out of this more realistic

approach to interagency collaboration. The report first

describes the P.L. 94-142 mandatb that has encouraged

interagency activities; It then establishes a perspective for

understanding these activities and; from that perspective,
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discusses state activities which demonstrate that teillabora-

tion can produce benefits for educating handicapped children.

I. THE P.L. 94-142 MANDATE AND AN INTERAGENCY PERSPECTIVE ON
SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES

Several of P.L. 94-142's provisions have led to increased

contacts and stronger working relationships between state

education agencies (SEAs) and other state hUtab resource

agencies: First, the requirement that the SEA act as the

single state agency responsible for assuring the provision of

special education and related services to all handicapped

children in the state Changed many SEAS' roles with regard to

other state agencies (see 20 U.S.C. 1412 (6)). For example,

this provision required SEAs to ensure that educational

programs in state institu- tions complied with federal law -=-=

thereby forcing SEAs to exercise new authority over other,

p-rogra-ms-;-=-Se-c-onA4-42=1-arte that

education agencies assure the availability of related services

led many SEAs to negotiate access to services offered by other

human service systems.

Many SEAs were unprepared to pursue interagency

activities successfully; Within state organizational

s';ructures, divisions of special education often had neither

the resources, the visibility, nor the authority which had

accrued to other state agencigs serving handicapped children;

ThUt, SEAs were at a disadvantage in resolVing the difficult

governance questions which arose when multiple agencies worked

together; In many states, action by the Governor's office,
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the state legislature, or an interagency decvision-making body

was necessary to settle disputes arising between the SEA and

other agencies; Particularly as the SEA tried to coordinate

policy and service delivery "vertically" (i.e ;, between

different leVelS of government) as well as "horizontally"

(within one level of government), attempts to coordinate

services were often thwarted;

At SEA officials became more accustrmed to the compleki,,-

ties of interagency activities, they began to see that

"interagency collaboration" was in reality a multi- dimensional

process. Careful attention had.to be given to a number of

factors if productive action was to result. These factors

inC1

Sources of financing: The categorical nature of
funding for handicapped children's, services inhibits
collaboration. Limitations on each fund source Often
prevent flexible use -of the funds for interAge_n:_c_y_
efforts.

. Professional icat i on . Each of the .many
professional groups which_serve handicapped Children
has a vested interest in _the_scope and structure of the
services they prov_ide._ _While professionals' may seem
willing to_ cooperate with one another, they frequently
resent what_they_considen an "intrusion" into their own
professional turf by another professional groupi,

Problem T.`finition and Cassification; Diagnostic
classifications usually influence the kinds of services
recommended in a treatment plan; Yet, each- of the
human service systems serving handicapped Children haS
its own traditions, philosophy, and_conceptuai approach
to identification and placement, and these can inhibit
coordinated service delivery.

Nu ltIple constituencies. While an agency's
constituency_ can be_its most critical ally in fighting
for legislation or defending budget 'allocations;_con-
StitUency groups often can block interagency effOrtt
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when they fear these will dilute a favored agency's
autonomy or influence.

* Administrative structure., The bureaucratic imperatives,
of Separate agencies may bar collaboration on
programmatic efforts.

All of these dimensions of interagency activities must be'

negotiated successfully; if ceillaboration is to result in
lasting improvement in services; Despite the difficulties,

however, SEAs have been able to implement a wide range of

strate9.ies which achieve_ this goal.

II. EFFECTIVE APPROACHES TO STATE-LEVEL INTERAGENCY
COLLABORATION

launching interagency efforts, SEAs usually have

fOCused on one of four major gOalS, as set forth below;

A. 'Clarifying for Studentsin State-Operated-ms-
Diverse_ agen(ses mental health

and mental retardation, departments of pu'olic welfare, state

departmefts of correction administer state institutions

which serve handicapped students. SEAS have had toestablish

policies to ensure that these agencies' programs comply with

P.L. 9 4 1 4 2 ;, and this has entailed clarifying the

responsibilities of both the SEA and of the administering

agency;

Several stateshave used interagency agreements as

the method for specifying these interagency responsibilities.

The Louisiana Department_of_Education entered into
agreements with the State Offices of Mental Health
and Mental Retardation to define financial responsi-
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bilitieS for children in those agencies'
institutions: As a result, aduca'tion pays only for
education and related service costs not part of
routine care. As a by-product of the collaboration
expressed in these agreements, the State Budget
Office also arrahged a transfer of Medicaid dollars
from the Office of Mental Retardation to a special
school district to pay for related services for
retarded children in state institutions, thereby
increasing federal funding for, these children.

Louisiana's agreements represented more than just a paper

agreement among agency staff; they're one part of a

collaborative, problem-solving process; This was also .the

case in a second SEA using an interagency agreement to resolve

issues related to state institutions:

The Delaware ,Department of Public Instruction
entered into an agreement'with the State Department
Of Health and Social- Services and the Department of
Corrections to clarify responsibilities for related
services in these agencies' .institutions. The
agreement'created a funding pool with contributions
from all three agencies in order to bay for- related
services. These -funds were used to establish a new
sAte office- witiit-wo fif1-1=time staff who are
responsible for developing a plan to deliver edtica-
tion and related serviqes to all handicapped children

.under the jurisdiction of these departments:

Delawa?e, officials have found the follow-up capacity of thiS

new office especially effective in implementing the goals

established in the interagency agreement.

Several states have used interagency'co ittees as t e

vehicle for c-IarifSiing responsibilities7 related to
./'

institutionalized handicapped children; While the committee

structure seems ideal for interagency collaboration i.e.,

it brings all relevant actors into the same room committees
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actually exhibit +a mixed track record in resolving difficiat

interagency issues.

The state of Maine provides an example of an effective

interagency committee;

The Maine I nterdepartment_al_Co_m_m_i_ttee CI DC ) was
formed to deviSe a coordinated interagency system to
support all children living in residential and group
care facilities. It grew,from,legislation_reguiring
the Departments of Human Services, Mental Health and
Mental Re- tardation, CorrectiOns * and/ later,
Educational and Cultural_Services_to deirelop coordi-
nated policies for children and family, services.
TDC's accomplishments include setting uniform rates
among facilities and allocating'fiscal responsibili-
ties for these facilities among the four agencies.

Because IDC's activities extend beyond handicapped students,

its policies integrate special education concerns with general

educational and human service concerns. IDC's other strengths

have included its legislative backing, a multi-Ievel

decisionmaking structure, and strong support staff.

Another example of an effective committee can be seen in

New Jersey.

Wew Jersey's I-nterdea!-rtmental Comm-ittee-to-r
,Education of the Handicapped has clarified the
service delivery responsibilities among state
agencies: The Committee has broad- membership .which
allows it to carry out its dual mandat of (1)
coordinating the provision of education and related
services among all state agencies and (2) ezisuring
that all state agencies comply with 1).4. 947-442. The
Committee has focussed on defining the'service
responsibilities of agencies' administering
residential facilities, with the understanding that
financial responsibilities accompany the mandate for
service delivery;

ix
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B. State Efforts to_Rr
tiOn for Specific_

cy-Collabora-
roups

While many SEAs have developed state level agreements

with other agencies; such agreements have little impact if

they are not accompanied by follow=up at the local level.

Many of the most S+:ttetSfUl efforts in which SEAS have

promoted local collaboration have been on behalf of specific

target populations, such as older handicapped children or

seriously emotionally disturbed Children. SEAs have toed a

variety, of strategies to initiate thbge efforts.

,

The skec_ia 1 EdUtatiOn. Division of Michigan -'s-
Department of EdUtatitin, Working, with the Vocatjdra1
Education_Di_Vigibn Of thetaMe Department and the
State Di.vision Of Rehabilitation Servict, tras
developed policies tp facilitaEe and stimulate
improved secondary level vocational services; An
interagency agreement '.developed at the state level
outlinesa=generaI del4very system which LEAs can
adapt to local conditions': After resolving the" major
impedimen'Es to collaboration at the state- level;
staff of the three agencies provided intensive
technical assistance to LEAS, as well as conduct_ing
joint _in-service training, to staff of all the
agencies;

Michigan's state level agretment was just one part of

collaborative process among agency staff which continued over

several years. Despite budget cutbacks and shrinking

resources, the continuing state-JeveI commitment to this

interagency effort eventually led many LEAS to, initiate joint

local programs for vocational services:

father states have concluded that an effective way to

promote local interagency collaboratiofi is to offer LEA.s

diredt fiscal incentives. Two states illustrate the way this :

can be done: ;$.
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Rhode Island's SEA used part of its P.L.,94-142 set-
aside funds to issue an RFP soliciting joint
proposals between LEAs and Community Mental_Health
Centers (CHMC's) for services to severely handicapped
students with behavioral disorders. The SEA funded
three localities in which services were expanded and
a plan for treating severely handicapped children was
subsequently advanced.

The M9ssachusetts SEA issued. an RFP s6licting joint
Special Education/Vocational Education programs from
LEAs. After competitive proposals. were submit d,
forty-six awards were made. Local agencies accepting
the funds agreed that local special education. and
vocational education monies would be used in addtion,
to state seed money, and that local support
eventually wduld replace start-up.unds.

Both of these SEAs' efforts illustrate some of the advantages'

of using an RFP strategy. 'It r6cognizes that local conditions

vary greatly and encourages LEAs to design programs adapted to

these conditions'. The RFP/incentive approach also helps only

those LEAs that desire interagency programming and does not

force them to initiate policies or programs for which they are

not ready. Finally, it makes effective use of SEA discretion-

ary funds to promote expanded seevices at the local level.

Estztyl_i_sh_i_ni General State Polic with Re ard to
Service Delivefy and Financial Responsibilities Among
Agencies

In many states, interagency activities have been

directed to one specific goal or have involved work between

the SEA and one dther'agency. However, several states have
,

attempted to make interagency collaboration a more general

practice'in planning service delivery and financial resunsi-

bilities among state agencies.
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An interesting approach to this goal can be seen in

California,

3

In 1980, the California legislature passed two laws
which regbired (1) the development of written inter-
agency'agreements toassign_fiscal responsibilitie8
for providing-special education and related services,
;and (2) a plan to identify_and waive, .as necessary,
all legislative obstacles tointeragency_collabora7
tion; These laws reflected legislators' belief that
previous interagency agreements_ had not been
sufficiently specific about agencies' financial
responsibilities, nbr had they guaranteed the most
efficient use of federal and state funds. The laws
allowed intervention by a higher unit Of_the,State
government if agreements among state agencies were in
dispute.

In'theory, such legislation provideS a strong and explicit

mandate for collaboration among state agencies, but in prac-

tice it does not necessarily resolve all difficulties;

Without intensive - follow -up action, which has not yet

materialized in California, SEAS still must take upon them-

Selves -the task of building interagency relatiqnships.

Activities in Maryland illustrate a second approach

to achieving general interagency collaboration.

Maryland has established a State Coordinating
Committee on Services to Handicapped Children (SCC),
which has examined service delivery and financing
issues fOr handicapped children-in residential faci-
lities. In addition, the SEA established a system of
local, regional, and state committees in which
multiple agencies work together to resolve placement
issues for specific children. For the future,
Maryland has planned a system which calls for case
management and a common funding pool to be used for
children whose needs reach across agency boundaries.

Together, these activities represent a more comprehensive

approach to interagency planning and service delivery than has

been the case in most states.
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Similarly, Colorado has undertaken multiple inter-

agency activities to improve services for handicapped children

in residential and community placements.

The Colorado Department of Education entered into an
agreement with the Department of Social Services to
establish joint placement, funding, and monitoring

r" procedures for handicapped children placed in
residential facilities. At the same time, the.
Colorado legislature enacted a law that enabled
counties to reallocate funds previously used for
children's residential placements, to develop service
alternatives allowing children to remain in their own
homes. Counties created local interagency committees
(known as Placement Alternative Commissions) to
develop these local programs;

Colorado's interagency activities extended beyond just the

needs of handicapped. children but, in so doing, improved

service delivery for handicapped children as well.

Information Sharing Among Agencies

The'state of Utah has taken an unusual approach

the problem which all states face of adequately sharing

information among state agencies«

Utah is planning an integrated information system
common to all agencies serving handicapped children.
While still in a developmental stage, the plan calls
for a computerized system which will include data
from, and remain accessibleto, each of the
participating agencies, which include the Departments
of Education, Social Services, and Health.

When completer the system will provide state-wide data on

services provided to handicapped children and will assist

agencies.in making referral, placement, and programming

decisions. The data available from the system should also



give agencies,a new basis for allocating funds and planning

future-programs.

III. COMMON FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
.INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION STRATEGIES

Based on SEA .experiences, theJ,allowing factors emerge

as among the msot important for achieving effective inter-

agency collaboration.

Involvement of a higher unit of state government in
order to reduce and resolve policy disputes.

Use of an on-going process of collaboration rather
than a one-time action or agreement.

Allocation and continued commitment of aaenci
resources to the process of interagency collaboration
in order to assure follow-through at the state and
local level.

either by the SEA or
another unit of state government, with clear
enunciation of-goals and a plan for achieving.them.

o Matchin -g-ol-the interagenci mechanism to desired
goals. Interagency committees seem best suited for
communication, problem solving, and information
sharing. Interagency agreements _(with follow-
through and enforcement) seem particularly effective
in assigning service delivery and financial
responsibilities.

Appreciation of the informal dimensions of inter-
agency colIaboration.-.

Attentian_to_ii OBOM so that counter-
part local agencies understand and can implement
state-level agreements.
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INTRODUCTION_

Long before passage of P.L. 94-142, effective provision

of special education services required collaboration 1tween

education agencies and other human service providers; Because

the needs of handicapped children are diverse, state and local

education agencies (SEAs and LEAs) have always established

ties with other community agencies tha't could .provide

necessarychealth, social, and residential care services.

However, following P.L. 94-142's enactment, the "inter-

agency dimension" of spe6ial education took on a new

importance. The federal law's mandate changed schools'

relationships with human service providers. Not only were

LEAs (and SEAS) forced to interact wijh an expanded range of

agerrries, but the nature of this interaction was altered.

Informal cbllabbt-ation -Safficient in-the-past-i-gave way--- t-o

new, more formal procedures. Tough negotiations o"er inter-

agency jurisdiction, financing, and service delivery replaced

previous discussions about specific services for specific

children.

At first, education officials approached the issue of

interagency collaboration enthusiastically and optimistically.

Immediately after P.L.94-142's passage, a flurry of new acti-

vities were begun: state interagency agreements and local

interagency committees proliferated. SEAs, LEAs, and other

human service agencies looked forward to the prospect of

collaboration and held high hopes for the expanded service

systems that would result from their efforts.
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As time passed, however, interagency efforts came to be

viewed with considerably more skepticism; Too often,

interagency agreements failed to produce any change in pat-

terns of service delivery; -Interagency committees consumed

staff time, but only rarely led to the rapid improvement in,

or expansion of, services that had been envisioned; Regard-

less of the good will existing among participants, too many of

these fledging interagency efforts proceeded slowly and

produced little impact on the educational opportunities for

handicapped children. As the formidable barriers to effective

interagency collaboration became clear, many SEA and LEA

officials perceived such efforts with Cynicism and even

distrust;

Yet pie need for education agencies to cooperate with

human service agencies in order to, first, comply with P.L.

94=142, and second, provide full educational opportunities for

handicapped children has not diminished; Although the task

has proved tougher than anticipated, SEAs and LEAs have begun

renewed efforts to make interagency collaboration work. In

many ways, these current efforts are more realistic than past

attempts: they recognize that interagency collaboration is a

means to an end, a strategy that may be appropriate for

solving some problems, but not others.

This report analyzes and documents a number of current
,

state-level interagency efforts designed to improve special

education services. The report is organized into two major

sections. The first describes the P.L. 94-142 mandate that



has led SEAS and LEAs to develop interagency activities. Thig

section also sets forth a perspective on interagency collabo-

ration which underlieS many of the more successful of these

efforts. The second identifies and discusses a number of

on-going SEA activities that are demonstrating that inter-

agency collaboration, when carefully and skillfully executed, .

can produce benefits for the education of handicapped

children.
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I. THE P.L. 94-142 MANDATE AND AN INTERAGENCY PERSPECTIVE ON
SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES

A. The Interagency Dimensions of the P.L. 94-142 Mandate

P.L. 94=142 created the need for interagency efforts

through several of its most important provisions. First, at

the state level, the requirement that the SEA act as the

single state agency responsible for assuring the provision of

special education and related services to all handicapped

children in the state had profound implications for the SSA's

role within state government; The "general supervision"

responsibility of the PEA, as this provision came to be known,

required the special education division of the SEA to wield

authority over state agencies whose budgets, staff, and,

often, influence were far greater than its own; For example,

state-operated institutions had long provided some educa-

tional services to handicapped children under the auspices of

many different agencies; Under P.L. 94-142, the SEA must

ensure that all institutionally-based education programs met

the federal law's standards -- requiring major departures from

established practice in most states.

Second, the requirement that education agencies

assure the availability of related services when these are

necessary for a handicapped child to benefit from a free

appropriate public education also gave SEAs new responsibili-

ties. Many of the related services specified in the federal

law, as well as others that states chose to make available,

had traditionally been provided by, not education agencies,
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but other human service agencies. To sure that these ser-

vices were available when appropriate, SEAs have had to eithe.r

(1) encourage school districts to provide these services

directlyi thereby incurring additional costs and perhaps dup-

licating existing service delivery systems, or (2) negotiate

access to services offered by other human serviceqsysteMs.

While bOth of these courses of action have advantages and

disadvantages (see Volume 11 ?.tfective P- olicxes_ menthe

Provision of Related Services), each requires that SEAs

establish policies defining educational agencies' responsibi-

lities in relation to those of other human service providers.

P.L. 94-142 assigned these major new responsibilities

to a unit of state government which traditionally was neither

large nor powerful. Within the organizational structure of

most states, divisions of special education had neither the

resources, the visibility, nor the authority which had accrued

to the mental health, and mental retardation/developmental

disability divisions or even to other, more prominent,

divisions within state education agencies, such as vocational

education units. Nevertheless, P.L. 94-142 and its companion

state statutes required that special education units negotiate

on equal'' footing with all of these larger and more powerful

state agencies. Moreover, the special education unit was

expected to both exercise leadership and provide policy

direction for other agencies' programs.

As was soon apparent in many states, this new alloQa-

tion of responsibilities triggered governance questions that
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could not always be resolv,ed among the state agencies directly

involved in service delivery; Ultimately, resolving these

questions demanded participation by other decision-making

units within state gOvernment. For example, involvement of

the Governor's office was necessary in some states; in others,

state legisiAtures', budget bureauS, or interagency

decision-making bodies had to assist in policy development.

In effect, SEAS' new responsibilities .had a ',ripple" effect

that eventually touched all branches- of state government with

direct or indirect jurisdiction over services to handicapped

children.

At the local level, interagency issues posed by P.L.

9:4-142 have proven no less demanding. In particular; the

related services mandate has affected local interagency

efforts. While some LEAs or Intermediate Education Units

(1EUs) can provide all necessary services themselves, most

must look to other agencies to supplement the services that

can be made available directly through the school district;

Because the related services mandate includes services which

most school districts historically have not provided, LEAs

have had to maintain contact with a wider range of service

providers than in the past.

The least restrictive environment (LRE) provisions of

the federal law have also encouraged LEAs to jointly work with

other agencies to provide related services; P.L. 94-142

mandates that handicapped children must be educated, insofar

as possible, with non-handicapped children. Except in very

6



large or wealthy districts,LEAs have had to work clotely with

other agencies to develop the comprehensive programs necessary

to implement this provision, particularly with regard to

serving severely handicapped children. Districts have sought

to,build relationships with those agencies that offer

complementary serivces and thus can assist in Maintaining a

child in hit-Or her own home.

P.L. 94-=142's effect on:interagency relationships is

complicated further by the need to coordinate service finance

and delivery between levels of government. Agency interaction

occurs both "horizontally," i.e., within one level of govern-

ment, and "vertically," between different leve/s of govern-

ment, thus' moving down from the federal to state ,governments,

and to local governments, and back again. The problems of

coordinating policy and service delivery among these three

levels -- each with its own jurisdictions, legislative

authorities, and provider agencies -- have thwarted attempts

at service integration in many fields of human services, not

only in special education.

Implementing the P.L. 94-142 mandate has been

difficult even within the confines of the education system.

The historical autonomy of local school districts has led to

extreme diversity at the local level, and the uneven distri-

bution of power among federal, state, and local education

agencies has prevented the development of both uniform

approaches to problems and uniform standards for educational

quality. But when the intergovernmental complexities of other

7
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service systems are added, the potential problems multiply

exponentially.SolVingtheseproblemshasrequired_a: new

perspective on interagency relationships, one which recognizes

that they are'multil-dimensional in nature.

B. A Perspective on Interagency Relationships

shottly aftet: P.L. 94-142's passage, the term "inter-

agency collaboration" became-pervasive in special education

terminology, serving as shorthand -for the systematic and pro=

ductive interactions which education agencies had to establiSK

with other human service providers. However' .like Most cede

words; this one proved both too general andtoo narrow to con-
.

vey adequately the full range of issues raised by such

efforts. On the one hand, this term is too general because it

is used to describe everything from merely pro-forma approval

of one agency's plans by another, to a full, cooperative

endeavor in which two or more agencies jointly plan, finance,

deliver, and evaluate services. At the same time, the term

has been construed too narrrowly. The phenomenon that it

seeks to describe -- the integration of service around the

needs of a handitapped child -- can involve a process far more

complex than is implied by mere "interagency" collaboration.

Thus, a useful first step in examining effective policies is

to establish a perspective on the interagency dimension of

special education -- a perspective used, not only in this

repbrt, but in all the reports of this project.
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In analyzing the interagency dimension of handicapped

children's services, we found it helpful,to look beyond just

the bureaucratic aspects of- int &agency collaboration; ,At-

issue in any interagency effort are a broader range of

,factors. These are discussed in the remainder of this section

and include:

Sources of Financing;

44 Professional Identification;

.6 Problem Definition and Classification;

_
Multiple Constituencies; and

Administrative Structures

Sources of Financing; Financing issues are often at

the heart of interagency efforts to collaborate, because the

categorical nature of service-funding probably shapes the pat-

terns of service delivery more-,than any other single factor.

Decisions on financing mechanisTs are key to reshaping service

systems: control over dollars generally results in control

over service delivery;

Because money has been allocated for discrete areas

of service i.e.; 'for mental nealth services, for retarda-

tion services, for health care services -- service delivery

systems have been organized around these funding streams, each

Of WhiCh has its own. eligibiLity requirements, provider net-

works, and perceptions of the primary needs of its clients;

Table 1 in Appendix L shows the multiple federal financing

sources that fund services for handicapped children; Those

sources reflect not only differing legislativepurposes, but

9



also the multiple federal and state agencies that are invalvd

in providing services; ;4-
Over time, these varied fOn0J-tlig

sources have built up their own inflexibil tieS tFle

so-called "hardening of the categories" -- and have proven

extremely difficult to coordinate, particularly at the le 41

level where any legislative and regulatory discretion rave

been lost.

Professional Identification. The number of diff0%.eilt

professions involved in serving handicapped children ala c4n

promote or impede interagency collaboration efforts. gece"%e

of the multiple needs of many handicapped children, an

unusually wide range f professionals may be involved in Weir

care; While physicians, social workers, physical and ()CcOP4-

tionaI therapists, speech therapists, audiologis",

psychologists, and special educators all serve children (11K-=

ferently, each group has a vested interest the score and

structure of the services it provides. Although the inter,

dependence of these professional fields is well-establiSheQ,

== i.e., no one professional group can meet all the needs of

handicapped children -- it remains true that each profess"h

will defend its prerogatives and decision-making authoritY

Thus, while professionals may seem willing to collaborate

they also may resent what they consider an "intrusion"

their professional arena.

-;Problem Definition and Classification. Related to

the issue of professional identification is problem identifi

cation and classification.

y.

Each of the various profession

10



and agencies that deals with handicapped children has

developed its own traditions; philosophy, and conceptual

approach to both defining and classifying children's probipms

and organizing and providing services. Thus, the child who is

classified as severely retarded by the educatic.:n system can be

considered a juvenile delinquent by the corrections system

and/or hyperactive by the medical establishment; Furthermore,

diagnostic classification often determines the kinds of

services recommended in a treatment plan and may be a factor

in determining eligibility for services. These different

classification schemes also are evident in different,

co-existing -- and often competing -- service models; For

example, a medical model is used by some service systems, a

rehabilitative model by others, and an educational model by

still others; Eligibility f6r service often depends on being

classified in a way which fits the model or service program in

question; Initial classification directly and substantially

affects how handicapped children and their families are

treated by the multiple systems -- and the differences in

classifications can be a significant barrer to interagency

programming;

MuiletonstItuencies; The multiple and

specialized constituencies that have developed around dif=

ferent services for handicapped children can be a further

impediment to proViding coordinated services. These consti-

tuencies may consist of clients themselVes, parents and

relatives of handicapped children, or advocates with a
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particular interest in a field of handicapped children's

policy and services. While an agency's constituency can be

its most critical ally in fighting for legislation or

defending budget allocations, constituency groups often can

block interagency efforts when they fear that these will

dilute a favored agency's autonomy or influence. Different

constituency groups often work at cross purposes by guarding

against any activity that undermines their favorite agency or

funding source -- even when such activities may result in

improved services from a broader perspective; Thus,

constituents' and advocates' activity are double-edged: they

can both help and hurt agencies' attempts to amalgamate

resources.

Administrative Structure. Agencies' administrative

structures that is, the way in which they are organized to

provide services -- a final factor that affects inter-
,

agency efforts. Each categorical program has its own rules

and regulationS, and the corresponding structure with which

it provides benefits and services is unique. For example,

different agencies maintain different licensing and

are

certification standards which require compliance with

personnel and programmatic policies and facility standards.

oust tryin to ensure that cooperative programs comply with

all of these simultaneously has, in some instances, been

sufficient to block interagency effectiveness.

Taken together, these factors reflect the full

complexity of the services provided to handicapped children;



In addition to these general problems, specific interagency

problems have recurred in implementing P.L. 94-142. These

include:

The mandates of other. human service agencies allow them
significantly more discretion than the mandate of P.L.
94-142 gives_to SEAs _and LEAS. Whereas otherhuman
service agencies can choose which children they want to
serve, and can cease providing services when resources
are_low, SEAs and LEAs cannot. Special education
administrators cite this disparity in mandates as the
most powerful inhibitor of productive relationships
with other agencies.

Services to handicapped children are provided under
different fee schedule rules; While special education
services must be provided at no cost;_ otherhealthand
social services -are available only to children whose
families fall below a defined income level. Still
other services charge a fee-for-service based on
ability to pay. These- differences make it'diffidult
for -LEAs to refer families to other agencies without
violating the requirements of P.L. 94-142.

Agencies with complementary responsibility for
handicapped children may have differing service plan
requirement's. For example, a vocational rehabilita-
tion agency requires an Individual Written
_Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP); special education. requires
and Individualized Education Plan (IEP); and Vocational
Education requires an Individual Service Plan (IEP).
Maintaining three separate plans for children served by
all three agencies is needlessly duplicative and
impedes program integration. Attempts to -develop_a
single_planning document_have been stymied by the
inability to successfully integiate varying program and
agency requirements.

Agency policies about confidentiality of information
may block joint service delivery. Mental health
agencies often-maintain the most stringent confiden-
tiality rules, and are often unwilling to share
information even when safeguards are in place. Without
this information sharing, joint service delivery is
difficult.

Finally, perhaps the most serious impediment to

interagency collaboration that special 'e'ducation-adMinistra-
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tors have identified is the nature of the P.L. 94-142 mandate

itself. Ironically, the law -- which virtually requires

interagency collaboration for its successful implementation --

at the same time creates incentives against collaboration.

This phenomenon can be better understood if we assume

two broad models of collaboration. In the first case, calla-

boration is based on equal status and participation; Agencies

consider themselves equal partners and view collaboration as

the only way to achieve the desired goal of full educational

opportunity for handicapped'children. Participating agencies

attempt to bring their resources and services together to

achieve results that no one agency could achieve on its own.

In the second case, collaboration is based on

inequality. One agency has the most extensive mandate to

achieve a goal, but needs other agencies' assistance to

assemble the necessary resources. This is often the circum-

stance for special education agencies under P.L. 94-142. SEAs

d LEAs must ensure provision of'special education as well as

necessary related services, whether other agencies participate

or not. Collaboration can be urged, but ultimately, other

agencies can point to the special education mandate and

rightfully note that SEAs and LEAs must fulfill these respon-

sibilities. Under these conditions, collaboration can be

significantly more difficult to achieve because of the altered

incentives for collaboration. Instead of perceiving each

agency's participation as essential to achieve the common
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goal, agency participation is seen .s optional. Only one

agency, the special education program, must ultimately ensure

the provision of all necessary services, even if ' has to do

so on its own.

These two models are not theoretical. At both the

state and local levels, human service agencies have adopted

one or the other. For example, in many communities the pre-

sence of the P.L. 94-142 mandate seems not to have disrupted

agencies wOrking together; in fact, P.L. 94--142's higher

standard of educational opportunity.has spurred agencies on to

more systematic and more carefully-planned coordinat43n; In

other communities and in other states, where the second

strategy is evident, education agencies have -been left alone

with the P.L. 94=142 mandate to finance fully its implementa-

tion. In the latter instances, some education officials have

charged that human service agencies are cutting back on

services to handicapped children, relying on special education

programs to replace any services so withdrawn.

The persistence of problems in achieving interagency

collaboration has led special education administrators to feel

bcth frustrated and skeptical about continuing to pursue these

efforts. To some, the net effect of all their attempts at

collaboration has been to "conquer and divide, with occasional

non-aggression pacts thrown in," as one special education

administrator put it. Still another observes, "We have great

skepticism about the interagency efforts now, particularly
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-the formal kind. We are not starting any big efforts again;

instead we're letting natural working relationships become

established and see where they lead." The most negative

assessment comes from a special education director in a state

that initially made extensive efforts toward interagency

financing and programming:

;nothing to show for it."

"After all these years, there is

In an era of diminishing,.resources for all human

services, this view of interagency work threatens to become

pervasive. It is not yet apparent what effect budget cuts

will have on interagency efforts. Some analysts argue that

fiscal reductions will only make collaboration more difficult;

As resources diminish, agencies will defend their turf more

steadfastly and resist any efforts to divert resources for

interagency purposes. Others contend that across-the-board

___resourc_a-reductions will necessitate interdependence among

agencies. Only by .pursuing the cost savings and program

efficiencies possible OrOugh. collaboration will agencies -be

able to maintain an acceptable level of services;

Despite the generally primitive state-of-the art of

interagency collaboration,-some state and local education

agencies have been able to develop and implement successful

joint ventures providing special education and related

services to handicapped students. The examples of such

policies and programs-documented in the next section of this

report and in the other three volumes produced by the project

16
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indicate that there is a wide range of strategies which can

effectively promote interagency cooperation on behalf of

handicapped students.

The remainder of this chapter summarizes state level

strategies for interagency collaboration and the major lessons

that can be gleaned from them.
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II. EFFECTIVE APPROACHES TO STATE-LEVEL INTERAGENCY
COLLABORATION

Interagency strategies at the state level usually have

focused on one or more of four major problems which SEAs

encounter in trying to implement P.L. 94-142. These include

the need to (1) clarify responsibilities for handicapped stu-

dents in state-operated and private residential programs; (2)
4

coordinate several agencies' resources on behalf of specific

target populations; (3) assign financial and service delivery

responsibiliti es among agencies; and (4) share information.

Alternative approaches to solving each of-these problems are

discussed below.

A. Clari fying Responsibilitites for Handicapped
Students in State-Operated and Private Residential
Programs

In almost all states, some handicapped students are

served by a state agency other than the SEA. Possible service

providers include the following programs:

.f The mental health agency, which may be an independent
agency or part of a larger state department, generally
operates residential facilities that provide clincial
t reatment, education, and room and board for
emotionally disturbed children.

A division of mental retardation or developmental
d isabilities usually fi_napces_institutionS and
community-based programs for mentally, retarded persons,
particularly those who are severely and profoundly
retarded. In most cases, these include separate
facilities for children and adults, as well as day and
residential programs.

A state department of public welfare, or a state
chHdren's agency, generally runs residential facili-
ties for dependent and neglected children, including
those witholit parents or whose parents are' unable to
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care f'or them at home. Care for these children may
be in foster care or residential institutions. While
many of these children attend regular public school,
others do not.

'Me state, department of corrections administers
correctional facilities for youth who are in trouble
with the law. These facilities are usually decked
residential facilities serving children age 12=21.

In addition, handicapped students also can be placed in

private residential facilities or group care homes, sometimes

by another state agency;

Regardless of .which agency is the primary care

provider, the SEA's task is to ensure that these children

receive a free appropriate public education.. To accomplish

this task, SEAS must develop new monitoring standards that

ensure that the facility's educational programming meets

handicapped students' needs. SEA's also must address the

question of which agency pays for which services provided in

the institutional setting, a question that has provoked

considerable debate, and even heated arguments, in many

states.

In order to establish policies that address these

issues, many states developed interagency mechanisms that

attempted to clarify roles and responsibilities among

agencies. The,two most common mechanisms used for this

purpose were interagency agreements and interagency

committees.

Interagency agreements were developed by many states

in an effort to assign service delivery and financial

responsibilities among one or more state agencies serving
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handicapped children; However, the history of i 9) teragency

agreements reveals their limitations. In many cases, agree-

ments had little substance and were generally disregarded,

even by participating agencies who viewed them simply as

-"agreements to agree," i.e., little more than expressions of
fr

an agency's good intentions. Once signed, these agreements

tended to have minimal effect on agency operations; In fact,

many were developed primarily to achieve paper compliance with

P.L. 94-142's provisions by demonstrating that accountability

existed between the SEA and the other state agency with

jurisdiction for some sub-group of handicapped children.

As an exception to this general situation, this pro-

ject'encountered. interagency agreements which had been effec-

tive in allocating responsibilities among agencies; These

agreements often were the product of a "second wave" of

activity undertaken by SEA staff who recognized the

inadequacies of standard 'agreements, yet still that 'a

carefully constructed agreement could contribute to meaningful

cooperation; Typically, these agreements were elements of a

broader process which involved inter- and intra-agency

activities; Described below are several of the more effective

state interagency agreements that were designed to establish

policies for children being educated in state-operated and

private residential programs.

Louisiana's agreement between its SEA and Offide of

Mental Health, and its SEA and i.he Office of Mental

Retardation deals with agency responsibIities for students

served tp public and private institutions;
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The Louisiana SEA's agreement: with the Office of
Mental Health stipulated that the Mental Health
agency_would pay for all treatment and ca -re costs for
students in state- operated mental health institutions
while education would pay_for education and related
services not part of routine treatment and care. 'A
similar- agreement was developed with _the Office ;of
Mental Retardation for children cared for in their
facilities._Finallyi_a third agreement assigned to
mental_health agencies the costs of all services
identified in the mental,health treatment plan for'
students placed by the mental .health agency in
private mental health residential facilities.
Education pays for'all other services identified in
the IEP. Thus, a series of agreements were developed
to address_ progressively more difficult issues
associated with institutionalized handicapp%d
students.

These agreements were intendecf-to reduce service
duplication among state agencies and clarify their
respective roles so that handicapped students would
be better served and agency - efficacy maximized.. As a
side effect of these agreements, the State Budget
Office requested the Office of Mental Retardation to
give $1 million of its Medicaid funds to the
education agency to help pay for mentally retarded
children in state institutions. Since Medicaidia
federal-state matching program, using these doll.ars
for handicapped children resulted in increased
federal spending_on their behalf. (See Appendix A
for a more detailed description.)

Louisiana's interagency agreements seemed to have

clarified service delivery and financial responsibilities

between the SEA and the Office of Mental Health and between

the SEA and the Office of Mental Retardation; By explicitly

defining which agency must pay for which services; the three

agencies are better able to plan ahead and budget for .ser-

vices. Moreover, because two agencies are no longer providing

the,same services to the same children, each agency can'

refocus its efforts an expanded services that do not duplicate'

those provided by another agency.
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The process by which Louisiana's agreements were

developed was designed to ensure that the assigned responsi-

bilities reflected an understanding of the particular

perspectives and limitations of each agency. SEA staff

responsibre for drafting the agreements were physically housed

for one year in the Department of Health and Human Resources

( the "umbrella" agency for Mental Health / and Mental

Retardation). Because of this, familiarity and trust were

increased for both agencies. This -procedUre also insured that

the resulting agreement would be translated into operational

policy rather than remain merely an expression of good will.

Even after the agreements were signed, SEA a
staff placed in the

other department' stayed on as liaisons. Louisiana's efforts

thus reflect more than a pro forma agreement; they involve an

ongoing commitment between agencies, a commitment that is

evidenced by shared agency staff.

Delaware has also developed an interagency agreement

that assigns responsibilities .for handicapped children in

state-operated programs to multiple agencies.

Delaware's agreement worked out the financial and
service delivery responsibilities among the SEA; the
Department of Health and Social Services, and the
Department of CorrecEions for related services pro-
vided to handicapped children residing in mental
health and correctional facilities. This agreement.
created a funding pool made up of contributions from
all three agencies. The Department of Corrections
was able to redirect related service funds to
increase psychiatric services to handicapped children
in correctional facilities;_ while funds from the SEA,-
the Department of Health and Social Services, and the
Dep'artment of Corrections are used for all other
related services.
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The Delaware agreement establishes an office with two
full-time staff and a secretary with responsibility
for developing an administrative.design to- deliver
special education and related services to all handi-
cappedchildren under the jurisdiction of these
departments. Thus, the agreement is not intended to
achieve a one-time solution to these three-agencies'
policy problems, but rather to put into place a pro-
cess and the resources needed to resolve problems
over time. After an initial period of federal
funding, participating agencies now share the costs
of the office. (See Appendix B for a more detailed
discussion.)

Delaware's interagency agreement among three

departments provides one of the clearest examples of an an-

,going process w/hose goal is to assure that handicapped

students are served appropriately by any or all of the three

state agencies. While the agreement was develjped to sort out

agency responsibilities and resolve interagency disputes, it

is the follow-through capacity of the Office of State Inter-

agency Education Administrative Agreement that is responsible

for ensuring that the agreement's provisions are carried out.

Delaware officials found this arrangement to be the

most effective.way to promote change. Although they had

earlier tried to accomplish the same objective through inter-

agency committees, they found the committee's,// recommendations
1

difficult to implement because these often called for

unrealistic c ange. By agreeing on financfal responsibili-

ties and committing state agency resources to i permanent

office with staff capable of resolving disputes and lending

technical assistance to local institutions and agencies, the

three participating agencies have produced workable technical
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and financial arrangements for serving handicapped students in

state-operated programs.

Many other effective state interagency agreements

assign financial and service delivery responsibilitie

agencies. (Some of these are described in Volume 2 bf tifiis

series, Effective Policies in the Provision of kele%d

Services.) In addition to interagency agreements, 5evet0..

states have used interagency committees to as5Igri

responsibilities for children served in state-operotO

programs or in other residential facilities.

In theory, a committee structure seems ideal for the

goal of allocating resporsibilities: it brings all relev4t1

actors into the same room and provides a fo um cvtleeEW

individuals can negotiate their respective duties and addl'eo

problems they may be able to resolve. When oper'atigg

effectively, a committee tends to.build consensus and, in the

highly politicized world of state government, can serve Ps a

vehicle for taint decision-making. However, in reality, CDN-

mittees exhibit a mixed track record in resolving question Zlf

agency jurisdiction. Many states have found'that their

committees have built-in limitations which, whether recognized

or not, can reduce their effectiveness.

Interagency committees tend to be similiar in their

goals and structures. For example, most of the interege0Qy

.committees that were developed to clarify agency responsibils=

ties define their mission in relationship to P.L. 94-142 ant

either received their impetus from, or were revitalized
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the passage of this legislation. Most committees have also

adopted similar patterns of membership. They usually include

representatives from their states' special education unit, as

well as from their state agencies for mental health and

-retardation or developmental disability services. Many also

include representatives from the state health department

and/or the state agency for human services (often called the

state social service agency). Beyond these core agency

memberships, some committees include representatives from the

state child welfare agency (if not otherwise represented as

part of the human services agency) and the department

responsible for youth corrections.

Maine is one of the states that effectively used the

committee approach to address agency responsibilities:

The Maine Interdepartmental Committee (IOC) was
formed in 1978 to devise a coordinated interagency
system to support all children living in residential
and group care facilities; The Committee grew but of
stare legislation requiring the Department of Human
Services, the Department of Mental Health and Mental
Retardation, the Department of Corrections, and,
later the Department of Educational and Cultural
Services to develop long-term coordinated policies
concerning children and family services.

The Committee's first task was to coordinate residen-
tial child care, for all children served by a state
agency. They developed a coordinated system for
reviewing funding applications from residential and
group care facilities, set uniform rates and then
created a.formula for allocating fiscal responsibili-
ties for these facilities among the four agencies.

For children who are wards 9f the state, the
Department of Human Services pays all board and care
and treatment costs of residential placements and the
SEA pays all special education costs. For non-state
wards, the Department_of Mental Health and Mental
Retardation pays for all treatment costs, while the
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education agency pays for" board and care and special
education services. The Committee was able to spread
these costs across the functional areas of board and
care, treatment, and special education and establish
uniform rates for all departments:. (See Appendix C
for a more detailed description.)

The activities of Maine's Interdepartmental Committee

extend beyond handicapped students. IDC has the more broadly

defined mission of coordinating services for all children in

residential facilities. Thus, agencies' fiscal responsibili-

ties extend to, not only handicapped students served in a

residential facility, but any child so placed. In this sense,

Maine's committee integrates special education concerns with

general education and human service concerns. Thus, its

policies are probably more secure and more likely to be

enforced than if they only pertained to handicapped students.

Another reason that Maine's IDC has been successful

in allocating fiscal responsibilities among agencies is its

legislative origins. The fact that the state legislature

required three state agencies to develop a\coordinated system

of care laht credibility to the effort. \Tn addition, the

Committee also rer:eived support from two successive governors.

This support from a higher unit of state goveriment generally

helps provide the "clout" needed to assign fiscal responsibi-

lities among agenCies.

Another factor that

allocations and other policy

been the IDC's structure.

has helped ensure thSt fiscal

decisions are carried out haS

This includes a four=tiered

hierarchy that starts with mid-level working committees and
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ends with the four Commissioners, thereby assuring that the

Committee's deliberations are both grounded in operational

knowledge and supported by leadera.

As is the case with other effective committees, the

IDC's success reflectS a support staff capable of undertaking

the necessary work. Maine's IDC staff is comprised of three

full-time members, all hired by the Committee, and salaried on

a rotating basis by participating agencies. The availability

of this staff is essential to this, and any, committee's

progress;

An important characteristic of Maine's IDC, one that

it-shares with other effective interagency committees, is that

the committee has not been static. As with any membership

group, its purposes and methods have changed over time as

members perceive new and more effective operating methodt. At

the same time, Maine's committee, like other effective ones,

-appears to have stablized its position Within the state

government, becoming an integral and accepted part of the

governing process. Thus, due to its extensive operating

responsibilities, Maine's committee seems to function almost

like a separate agency within the state government.

Another example of an interagency committee that has

been effective in clarifying agency roles is New Jersey's

Interdepartment Committee for Education of the Handicapped:



New Jersey's Interdepartment Committee for Education
of the HandicaRRed was established in 1978 to
coordinate the provision of education and related
services among agencies and to ensure that all state,
agencies serving handicapped children comply with
P.L. 94 -142. The committee is made up of the
Directors. of the Division of Special Educatton and
the Division of Vocational Education from the
Department of Education. The Assistant Commissioners
from the. Departments of Corrections, Health, Human
Services, and Labor and Industry appoint representa-
tives from their respective bureaus and offices. The
Executive Director of Head Start and the Assistant
Director from the Office of Community Affairs and the
Governor's Development Disabilitites Council also
participate.

The Interdepartment Committee has clarified responsi-
bilities for handicapped children among participating
agencies. It began by identifying functions common
to all agencies and then proceeded to assign specific
responsibilities to individual agencies. The
Committee grew out of a recognition that because
multiple state agencies could be involved in caring
for handicapped children, interagency planning was
necessary. The potential overlapping of service
jurisdictions and the lack of clarity about financial
responsi,bilities was apparent. The SEA knew that an
interagency approach was needed to ensure appropriate
services for children residing in private facilities
as well as for those children served by other state-
operated programs such ascorrectional or mental
health facilities; Although the Committee has not
specifically assigned financial responsibilities
among agencies, it is understood that financial
responsibilities accompany the service delivery
responsibilities which have been spelled out. (See
Appendix D for a more detailed description.)

_
New Jersey's Interdepartment Committee suc )ssfdlIir

_
divided service delivery responsibilities among agencies in

response to P.L. 94-142. Unlike Maine's Committee which

received its impetus from state legislation, New Jersey's was

created by the SEA, in direct response to the federal law.

Also in contrast to Maine's interagency committee, the New

Jersey Committee chose to focus its work on handicapped
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children, rather than expand to other related areas. This.

focus has enabled it to accomplish 'the specific task of

assigning service delivery responsibilities among agencies.

State Efforts-to Promote Local Interagency Collabo-
.0 AkIaLt-ion Groups9

Even when state agencies reach consensus on service

delivery and financing parameters, they must then work to

ensure that such arrangements are translated into local level

operations. While many SEAs have developed state level

agreements with other agencies, a paper agreement has little

impact if it is not accompanied by follow -up effort on the

part of relevant agency staff. Perseverance is essential to

success.

Most typically,. SEAL seek to promote join' local

efforts around groups of handicapped children who require a

rich mix of services. For example, pre-school handicapped

children have been the focus of a number of these efforts.

More recently, many SEAS have attempted to target services at

older handicapped children and to seriously emotionally

disturbed children. Each of these populations has

multi-disciplinary needs which often are met by other local

human service agencies.

One example of a state interagency agreement was

undertaken by Michigan's Department of Education. This

agreement was designed to promote local collaboration in

providing vocational services to handicapped youth.



In 1980, the Special Education Division of Michigan's-
Department of Education undertook an intensive joint
effoft with both another division of the Department

the,VocationaI Education Division -- and the State
Division of Rehabilitation Services. Their goal was
to develop state policies that would facilitate and
stimulate improved secondary level vocational ser-
vices; This collaborative effort was motivated by a
shared conviction that secondary level special
education students were neither being_ prepared
effectively for work, nor developing skills commen-
sulate with their, potential.

Staff persons from each of the three agencies pro-
duced a state-level interagency agreement that
both demonstrated a substantive commitment on the
part of their respective agencies and provided a
detailed guide from which local districts could build
their programs. By resolving the major policy issues
among the three agencies, this agreement helped_to
develop sound local programs. More specifically,
this agreement outlined the roles and responsibili-
ties of_each agency in secondary programming, and put
into place a process that would result in the
development of additional local vocational programs
for secondary school students. This agreement
between the three agencies emphasized cooperative
service delivery rather than shared funding
arrangements.

The Michigan agreement does not attempt to reshape
the service. delivery practices of the three partici-
pating agencies to conform to a single state program
model. Instead, it sets forth functions each agency
is mandated to perform with regard to the provision
of education and related services to handicapped
children and leaves colsiderable discretion to local
dittrictS. (see Appendix E for a more detailed
description.)

Michi_gan's program was developed amidst budget

cutbacks and shrinking resources that slowed the agreement-

drafting process. At several junctures, each of the three

participating state agencies questioned whether it could

afford the level of staff time required for the cooperative

program- building effort. Yet at each point, the agencies

affirmed their willingness t
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involvement was, in itself, a clear message to their local

counterparts that developing local progams was not only

important, but a priority.

Other state agreements to promote local-level colla-

boration, such as California's agreement between the SEA and

the Department of Mental Health, and Oklahoma's agreement

among the SEA, Vocational Rehabilitation, and Vocational

Education, are described in Volume 2 of this series, Effective

Policies in the Provision of Related Services.

In contrast to the agreements previously mentioned,

other states have concluded that the most effective and

efficient method of promoting local collaborati,ve arrange-

ments is to offer LEAs direct fiscal incentives. For example,

two states described below have used state level funding to
10

encourage joint ]ocal programs. While, in itself joint

funding of local programs is not new, some SEAs are finding

innovative ways to stimulate local districts to alter their

policies and increase interagency coordination to benefit

handicapped children.

Because joint funding requires new cooperative

arrangements at the service delivery level, SEAs interested in

this approach focus less on general, state-level conaboratiop__

and more on specific program linkages that directly benefit

certain groups of handicapped children. Joint funding thus

would not help resolve many state-level issue's of concern to

interagency committees, instead, it seems to be more viable as

a way of prompting local action. Typically, SEAs issue 'a
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Request for Proposal (RFP) that solicits' competitive bids by

LEAs and local human service agencies to jointly operate

programs of special education and- related Services. The

promise of new program funding motivates local agencies to

enter into the necessary agreements with other human service

or education agencies. Two examples of such a competitive

bidding process are described below.

Rhode Island's SEA recognized that services to
severely handicapped children with beYavioraI-dis-

.

orders were in short supply statewide and that merely
"encouraging" local programs had not resulted in much
new funding. The SEA. was also interested in
decreasing the number of expensive day and residen-
tial out-of-district placements for this group of
children.

In response to this situation, the SEA used part of
its P.L. 94-142 25% set-aside funds to issue an RFP
soliciting joint proposals between LEAs and Community
Mental Health Centers (CMHCs) to develop programs for
this specific population. The objective of the RFP
was to use. seed honey to encourage local organiza-
tions' collaboratibn.. In effect, the LEA would act
as a case-manager-and refer troubled children to.a
joint LEA-CMHC program: The SEA thereby hoped to
assure that these school-age children received
adequate care.

Grants were awarded to three locafities, Kent County,
Providence, and Woonsocket, in which the LEA and the
CHMC jointly developed a plan to treat emotionally
disturbed children. SEA discretionary funds were
used as a three-year commitment to provide start-up
funds for these projects.

While the SEA's use of the-R P mechanism had been
used before; thew previous.c petitive solicitations
had been limited to LEAs In each\ of the three
.projects, the LEA or grow of LEAs is the fiscal
agent and maintains fiscal and administrative control
of the Special-..education funds. The LEA receives
funds directly from the SEA, but the CMHC involverment
is an essential part of'thle local program. (See
Appendix F far a more detai10,discussion.)
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The RFP strategy recognizes a state's limited ability

to specify the necessary local interagency activities because,

for example, local conditions can vary greatly and local

jurisdictions may not be ready to initiate certain policies.

The RFF incentive approach helps only those LEA'S that des ire

interagAtcy programming, and dOes not force them to initiate

policies or programs for which they are not ready. ,RFFs

allow local agencies to tailor their cooperative programming

to local needs and resources .-,== thereby acknowledging each

local jurisdiction's unique conditions. Massachusetts' RFP

exemplifies such flexibility:

Massachusetts' SEA issued an RFP soliciting joint
SPED/Vocational Education programs from local school
districts; The RFP was developed in conjunction with
local special and vocational education directors, and
was issued by the Department of Education as a con-
solidated unit,_rather than either the Special_
Education or the Vocational Education unit alone.

Both the Special Education division and the
Vocational Education unit contributed funds. Forty-
six awards were made, each for approximately three
years. Thit funding was provided with the explicit
agreement that local programs use both special
education and vocational education (110-A) monies in
addition to.the state seed money and that local
support eventually replace start-up fundt. To assure
that educational objectives are being achieved, these
programs are monitored and evaluated by the state
special education and vocational education_ units,
Program content varies to reflect local priorities.

After two years of local program operation, the SEA
has found that 30'proAects planned to continue with
local funds after the third year, seven projects were
still !receiving state seed money, and only 9 projects

unablenable to pick up the costs of their programs.
As a result, 37 of the 46 projectS successfully had
established new local level programs with vocational
agencies. (See Appendix C for a more detailed
discussion.)
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Massachusetts' RFP approach assumes that, when necessary; the
A

state agency will, facilitate program development by providing

start-up funds, and will grant technical assistance and other

forms of short-term support to LEAS, while allowing them to

make basic programmatic and policy decisions. Massachusetts'

approach differs from Rhode,Island's.in that joint funding

from two state offices was offered rather than from only one;

As mentioned before, the procedures by whict, SEAS

fund LEAS through a competitive grant process is not, in

itself, innovative, but is highly effective in promoting

collaboration. Especially since the enactment of P.L.

94-142, states have recognized the value of this type of seed

funding and many state agencies have used their discretionary

funds to initiate local programs. Not accidently, according

to local officials' assessments, many of these programs

represent their districts' most effective efforts.

The efforts undertaken -in Michigan, MassachusettS,

and Rhode Islarid to promote joint local level programs share

two features. First, each is based on the premise that other

human service agencies should'share the responsibility of

providing services to handicapped students. Each of these

SEAs sought ways following the passage of P.L. 94-142 to

prevent other state agencies from reducinb their financial

and/or service commitments on behalf of handicapped students.

The participating agencies, in these cases at the instigation

the SEA, were commitled,to.improving the scopeiof services

.asv tlable state-wide to handicapped students.
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Second, each of the three above ventures offered

participants flscal incentives. Rhode Island and

Massachusetts offered the most.dSrect fiscal incentives by

holding out discretionary money that would be granted only for

local programs where at least two agencies shared the cost

and/or service responsibilities. Michigan's agreement offer-40

the Vocational Rehabilitation agency an incentive to partici-
,

pate because pecial education funds could be used to meet

federal matching requirements. Moreover, the'three Michigan

agencies eventually discovered the greater fiscal benefit in

working together than in pursuing separate prpgrams.' As

financial constraints tighten across the country, it is

increasingly likely that any effort-to expand or enhance

services at the local level will have to include fiscal

incentives.

C. Establishing General State Policy wi-th Regard to
Service Delivery and Financial Responsibilities Among
Agencies

A few states have attempted to achieve interagericy

collaboration as a matter of general state poXicy, focusing

on operational procedures and responsibilities among parallel

state agenci'es. This stands in contrast to the more limited

efforts to.:improve services for one target population or for a

single.clearry defined objective, described previously.

One approach to achieving this general collaboration

is to establish budgetary strategies that maximize

funding available to handicapped students.

legislation enacted in California.

agency

An example is



AN_
California's legislature focuded on inte-ragency
collaboration because of its concern with compliance
issues raised with regard to payment for related
services,,, specifically occupational and physical
therapy provided by California Children's Services.
In addition, in_ reviewing_ the state's interagency
agreements, the legislature's Joint Audit Committee
found-that these arrangements neither gave state
agencies specific financial responsibilities nor

'assured that federal funds would be allocated most
efficiently. Moreover, theSe agreements were neither
binding nor enforceable by the SEA, despite its
supervisory responsibilities under P.L. 94-142. The
Audit Committee reported that, despite P.L. 94-142's
provisions, the SEA had limite -d state stat -u -tor -y
authority to coordinate other agencies' activities.

Because of these problems, the 1980 California
legislature passed two bills: the. Joint Funding for
Education of Handicapped Children Act and the
Education and Services for Handicapped Children Act.
Together, these two acts require the development of:

44 Written interagency agreements which assign
specific fiscal responsibilities for prt>viding
special education and related services;

A plan that identifies all legislative obstacles
to effective interagency collaboration as well
as waivers that remove these obstacles; and

A review process at a higher level of government
than the/SEA that would-be triggered whenever
any agency fails to meet its financial responsi-
bilities to handicapped children. A third law
passed in 1982 reiterated t;fie need for inter-
agency cooperation among agencies. (See
Appendix H for a more detailed discussion.)

In one stroke, these laws established a legal basis

for interagency cooperation that P.L. 94-142 had encouraged,

not mandated. While other states had struggled with

nteragency agreements and committees to produce such a

ndate, the.Califcrnia legislature opted for this legislative

. mechanism when compliance problems had developed and normal

interagency agreements had proven ineffective. These laws
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represent a response to a perceived crisis as well as'the

legislature's impatience with the stag's bureaucracy. Thus,

the laws were less a

policy than a demand by the legislature for improved agency

performance.

California's interagency legislation is the strongest

mandate forcollaboration that exists at the state level,

having the force of law. It makes explicit what has 'been

termed the "broader" approach to interagency collaboration, an

approach which is motivated by the needs of the state govern-

carefully crafted approach to interagency

ment as a whole, rather than by the unique needs of the SEA.

However, this strategy is not without its drawbacks.

Without a commitment from agency staff, legislative action

does not necessarily lead to change. While California's law

Olt state agencies on notice that they.must change current

.policies, an enforcement' mechanism has not been

operationalized and the anticipated consequences have not

materialized; In additionialthough imposing agency collabora-

tion from outside the agencies theMselves is a strong mandate,

it also poses the biggest risk that agencies will resent the

directive and fail to put all.their effort into making the

collaboration work.

The ideal approach to clearly delineate agency

responsibilities would stem from the relevant agencies

themselves, who thereby would evidence their strong interest

in a better coordinated service system for handicap'd

students; The following two examples involve state agencies
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which demonstrated such an interest and undertook a series of

activities on behalf of handicapped students.

Maryland has initiated several coordinated activities
to enture state-level interagency collaboration; The
state legislature' and the Governor's Office, alarmed
at the rising costs of non-public residential place-
ments for handicapped children, and seeking improved
implementation of the provisions of Maryland's
special education law, ordered an examination of
services provided to handicapped children in
residential institutions. The Governor then
appointed a blue-ribbon commission that recommended
the formation of a State Coordinating Committee on
Services to Handicapped Children (SCC) composed of
representatives from the Departments of Health and
Mental Hygiene, Education, and Human Resources.

Since its inception in 1978,_the SCC has concentrated
on_ resolving_ problems related to interagency service
delivery and financing for handicapped children
placed .!,n_residential facilities. In the short term,
the Committee has clarified cross-agency esponsibi=
litieS. (The SEA had already established a system of
local, regional, and State committees in which
multiple ageilcies work. together in cases where a
child may need a residential placement.) In the long
term, the SCC has developed a framework to address
service delivery arrangements among agencies that
calls for a case management system and the allocation
of financial responsibilities for residential place-
ments based on a common funding pool and -a uniform
rate and fee structure. (See Appendix I for a more
detailed description.)

These and other activities in Maryland are leading

toward a comprehensive interagency strategy which has been

effective for several =,reasons. Because Maryland's

Coordinating Committee is made up of the Assistant Secretaries

of the Human Service agencies and the Assistant Superintendent

of the SEA, the Committee is able to make policy decisions.

Moreover, the SCC's membership is comprised of representatives

from both the State Department of Budget and Fistal Planning
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as well as the GOVOttibtit Offide. Because these agencies

participate in policy decisions, the financial and jurisdic-

tional problems that often arise subsequent to interagency

committee decisions are far less likely to do so in Maryland;

The Maryland Committee's success can also be related

to its history. Because its mandate orginated with the state

legislature, and the Committee itself was ettabliShed by

executive order of the Governor upon the recommendation of

a blue-ribbon committee -- many state officials regard this

committee as the chief actor in interagency planning. As a

result, participating agencies abide by its recommendations.

Colorado altb hab initiated a series of activities to

address interagency issues. The SEA and the Department of

SOCial Services entered into an interagency agreement, and the

State legislature_passed a bill; concerning children placed in

residential facilities:

The Colorado-Department of Education entered into an
agreement with the Department of Social Services to
establish joint placement, funding, and monitoring
procedures for children.placed in residential
facilities. The two departments agreed to: (1)
jointly_develop IEP's and secure appropriate place-
ments for handicapped children\who may need
outside-the-home care; (2) jointly assess and
evaluate placements and report to the court on the
need for these placeMentS, to ensure that the
placement -is in the_least restrictive environment;
and (3)_allocate all education and related service
costs identified in the.IEP to the,LEA and all care
and maintenance costs to the local department of
social services.

At the same time, the Colorado legislature enacted a
bill allowing counties_ to use monies previously
allocated for residential placements to develop local
alternatives that would, enable children to remain in
their homes. Counties did this by creating local
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interagency committees called Placement Alternative
Commissions (PAC's) which maintained responsibility
for developing new joint programs. (See Appendix J
for a more detailed description.)

Colorado used both an interagency agreement, which

assigned service delivery and financial responsibilities among

state agencies, and local interagency committees, which

developed alternative programs to reduce residential place-

ments. Utilizing both of these strategies has tended to

give interagency cooperation a cumulative effect;

The process

ment between the SEA

partially responsible

operation. All local

by which Colorado developed this agree-

and the Department of Social Services is

for its effective translation into local

directors of special education, as well

as county directors of social services, were active

participants in the agreement's development. An executive

committee of local directors drafted the agreement, which all

local directors then revised; While the entire process took

more than one year, department heads concurred that the

resulting agreement could be successfully implemented in

contrast to earlier attempts which had foundered because of

the absence local administrators' participation.

D. Information Sharing Among Agencies

When a child is served by multiple agencies, it is

often difficult to determine what type of care is provided by

which agency. While many states have noted the need for some

mechanism to allow sharing of information across agencies,

only one state; Utah, has actually undertaken steps to put

such a system in place.
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Utah, which has established an interagency_committee
made up of representatives from the SEA _and the
Depaitments of Social Services and Health, has gone
beyond_its committee structure with plans for_an
integrated information system common to all_agencies
serving handicapped children.__Although still in -its
formative stages, the plan calls for a computerized
system of information which will include data from
and remain accessiible to each of the participating
agencies. These include the Departments of Social
Services, Education, and Health; Otheragencies will
be added as the system becomes operational. These
plans are based on committee members' conviction that
meaningful interagency collaboration can only occur
when a common information base is available.
Committee members view such a_system as a vehicle
promoting "a common language," a prerequisite for
form-'1 and informal interagency negotiations.

Thi. information registry has three major functions.
Firs by aggregating information across all
agencies, the state will gain a more complete and
accurate state-wide statistical data package about
handicapped children and the services they are
receiving than is currently available; Second, each
agency will use the registry mhen they receive a new
referral to find out what other services the child
already may be rec7eiving; Third, the registry will
have a major impact on programming. By providing
agencies with data about the full range of services a
child has received, staff from different state
agencies can servicesthe efficiency of seviceS they
offer at the level where it is most important -7 the
point of contact -with the client. (See Appendix K
for a more detailed discussion.)

The implications of this computerized information system for

planning and policy-making are significant. Fonithe first

time, a state will record the level of services that separate

agencies are providing to handicapped children. In addition;

state agencies will be able to allocate resources based on

up-to-date information concerning the types and numbers of

children being served.

Utah's efforts to establish a cross-agency informa-

tion base is viewed as an indispensable first step to allow
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different state departments to collaborate. In fact, the use

of a computer to convert existing information into a single

system represents a conceptually simple, but extremely

significant, solution to one of the most significant barriers

to interagency collaboration.
;

By allowing the state to

Utilize information across programs, the registry could be

especially useful as federal funds become both more "flexible"

and more 'scarce. Because few, if anyi.states have multiple

program-based data, state agencies know little about the

degree of program overlap or the priorities that should be

used to allocate service resources..
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III. COMMON FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION STRATEGIES

Whichever stragegy, or combination of strategies, a

state uses to achieve a particular purpose, certain common

factors emerge as critical to effective interagency efforts.

First, tne involvement of a higher unit.of state

government seems crucial to the success of interagency

collaboration. Agencies respond more fully to a cooperative

agenda if the state legislature, the Governor's offite, or

another authoritative unit; such as a State BUdget Bureaui is

involved. Support for this conclusion emerges from almost

every one of the most successful interagency approaches

documented in this report. It is interesting that state

legislatures, rather than Governor's offices, seem more likely

to be involved in those approaches judged to be effective; In

part, this may reflect the fact that SEAs are often more

closely tied to legislative than executive authority, because

a state's superintendent of schools may not be responsibile to

the Governor. However, since human service agencies are under

the control of the Governor's office, productivity probably

would increase even further with more extensive involvement of

this office in interagency efforts;

Second, regardless of the approach selected; states must

View their actions as part of an on-going process of

interagency collaboration, rather than a one time effort which

will somehow continue to yield effedtiVe interagency colla-

boraton. Effective working relationships can result from any

f the strategies previously described if the participants
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understand the nature of the process of achieving collabora-

tion; A.necessary step to reach such an understanding

involves communication: state agencies must communicate

regularly and involve each other in planning, policy develop-

ment, and policy Implementation. With effective interagency

communication; the particular vehicle a state uses to forge

collaboration -- whether it is one or another of the formal

methods described here; or one of the many informal methods

which characterize day -to -day operations -- is less

important.

Third, availability of necessary resources, particularly

staff, i,s necessary to maintain effective cooperation.

Although enthusiasm for the novelty of interagency work can

motivate early efforts, long-term resource and staff alloca-

tion usually is essential to perpetuate these. activities: In

those cases where staff have been unavailable for follow-

through, either little progress occurs or collaboration

ultimately fails,

Fourth, interagency: efforts cannot long survive without

firm leadership and direction; In several of the effective

strategies reviewed here; the SEA provided this leadership;

The SEA's leadership role maybe direct, as in Louisiana, or

indirect, as in Maryland, but some agency must be able to

specify the necessary activities to be undertaken by.each

agency involved in making the appropriate policy decisions,

Achieving the resources and knowledge necessary for this

leadership is a challenge to many SEAS which traditionally

have not viewed themselves in this role.
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Fifth, interagency strategies are apt to be most success-

ful when they are selected according to their suitability for

a specific task. Clearly, each approach is not equally adapt-

able to all tasks; Each exhibits strengths and weaknesses

which make it better-suited for some types of activities

rather than others. For example.

Interagency committees are best-suited for
communication, problem solving, and information-
sharing among ;agencies, as well as for deliberating
on broad policy directions that state agencies must
jointly establish and_pursue. However; evidence
suggests that committees are less capable of
allocating financial responsibilities among
multip_le_agencies, and that they are riot
particularly effective mechanisms to promote local
level program collaboration.

Written interagency a'reements seem to be
particularly appropriate mechanisms to assign
service delivery and financial responsibilities
among agencies. if participating agencies are
committed to negotiating relevant policy issues;
If _commitment by both parties to an agreement does
not exist, or is not enforced by a higher level of
state government, written interagency agreementp
have proven the least useful of all the forms of
interagency collaboration because they ar the
easiest to ignore.

Although narrower in purpose, joint local program

7

funding is an effective means for stat agencies to
promote interagency service delivery e forts at the
local level.

The boldest approach to effect interagency.
collaboration among state agencies may be the
legislative one. State law mandating joint
financial and service delivery plans, with an
enforcement provision by a higher level of state
government than individual agencies (as in
California's case), may have the greatest' potential
,for effecting change at the state level. 'However,
as is the case with California, this "strong-arm"
approach-has a _high risk of not becoming
operational since it requires sustained attention
by the Governor's office, an office that often is
preoccupied with other state matters.
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Sixth, although it has been little mentioned in thi8

chapter, the importance of the informal dimensions of

interagency collaboration cannot be overemphasized. The

formal mechanisms which this chapter describes represent only

one kind of activity!necessary for collaboration. The working

relationships people establish are often the critical factor

differentiatirj the success or failure of similarly structured

programs. The scope of this examination of alternative

approaches has not allowed for an adequate analysis of this

informal dimension, but an awareness of its importance

underlies all conclusions.

Seventh, interagency efforts should seek to strengthen

and formalize existing state linkages rather than create new

s'tructures. Thus, revitalizing existing' committees or

recommending revisions of existing policies -may be more

productive than starting anew. The Maryland SCC, for example,

found that it was more effective to modify their current

placement system rather than institute a new one;

Eighth, interagency coiiabbration may be the most

successful when it starts with a limited scope d expands

into other areas only when participants feel comf rta ble with

their initial activities. The initial. focus should be on one

specific area for collaboration -- for example, residential

placements -- and then phase-in other areas;

Ninth, interagency collaboration efforts at the state
4

level are irrelevant if local implementation is not addressed.

One effective way to assure successful local implementation
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is to allow local policymakers to participate directly in the

state collaboration process, as Colorado did in its state

interagency efforts.

activities seem to be most effective when a

forum for problem solving is provided, enabling each member to

both attain an pnderstanding of the goals, activities, and

needs of other agencies and 'to recognize that compromises need

to be reached.

In conclusion, the question becomes, "Is interagency

collaboration a useful mechansim for resolving problems

regarding services to handicapped students?" The a nrlwer is a

qualified "yes." The initial period of interagencl

has demonstrated that true collaboration is not a s:mple, task;

It is only one approach that can be adopted to address some of

the difficult problems posed by the challenge to

comprehensively meet the unique needs of handicapped students.

However, when viewed in this way, fully recognizing its

limitations and operational difficulties, interagency

collaboration can be a useful approach for SEAS to pursue.
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INTERAGENCY AGRk,BMENTg FOR STUDENTS _IN PUBLIC.
AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONSO

LOUISIANA

SUMMARY

In 1980; the Office of Special Education within the

Louisiana Department of Education and the Office of Mental

Health and SUbStance AbUte within the Department of Health and

Human Resoutces signed an agreement which assigned service

delivery and financial responsibilities among the two offices

for services provided to handicapped children in state-

operated mental health institutions. The agreeteht stipulated

that the Office of Mental Health would pay 'for treatment and
-

care and any other services-rolitinely provided in conjunction

With that treatment and ba're. The Office of Special "Education

would pay for education and related services that were not.

part of the routine treatment and care;

A similar agreement was signed between the_ Office of

Mental Retardation; also within the Department of Health and

Human Resources; and the Office of Special Education for

students in public mental retardation institutions. Finally;

in a third agreement; the Office of Mental Health agreed to

pay for all services listed in their treatment plan for
/,

students they place in private mental health residential

facilities; while the education Agency-agteed to pay for

special education and any remaining services litted in the IEP

and not in the mental health treatment plan. The first two

agreements sought to better serve handicapped students in



state-operated institutions and the third for students in pri-

vate residential facilities by reducing duplication of

Services and clarifying agency responsibilities;

DEVELOPMENT AND PURPOSE OF THE,AGREEMENTS

Louisiana had created a special school district for all

handicapped students residing in state institutions. This

special school district operates a school on every state
1

institution's campus.

Following passage of P.L. 94-142, special education offi-

cials and officials froM the = Department of Health and Human

Resources (which houses the Office of Mental Health and

Substance Abuse, the Office of Mental Retardation, and the

Office of Public Welfare).identified two areas of priority

concern: one was handicapped students in mental health and

mental retardation institutions and the second was handicapped

students placed in private mental health residential facili-

ties by the state.

Recognizing that the Office of Special Education needed

assistance from the Office of Mental Health and the Office of

Mental Retardation to resolve problems for these two groups of

handicapped students, three interagency agreements were
\

6-eloped. Their objectives were to t'ettersserve handicapped

students in residential fa'llities in ,a way that complied with

'For a fuller discussion of Louisiana's special school
diStrict, see Volume 4: Policies Which Address Out-of-

ssure- Education in the Leastan

Restrictive Environment.
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federal and state law and that reduced duplica ion o services

artIng agencies;

The first agreement is between the Office of Special

Education and the Office of Mental Health and divides service

and financial responsibilities for :handicapped students

residing in publ:;-: mental health facilities; According to

this agreementi. the Office of Mental Health pays for all

treatment and care costs while the education agency pays fOr

education and related services that are not part of routine

treatment and.cre.
.

The second agreement makes the same

stipulation between the Office of Special Education and the
t

Offite o Mental Retardation for handicapped students in

mental retardation facilities;

To address questions of agency responsibilities for

handicapped students in private mental health residential
I

facilities; the Office of Special Education entered into a

third agreement. This one specifices that the Office of

Mental Health would pay for all services listed in the-treat-

ment plan when they placd a student in a private residential

facility; The education agency would pay for education

services are] all remaining services listed in the IEP.

The developmental phase of the agreement with the Office

o'f Mental Health' concerning studen'ts in state-operated mental

health institutions lasted approximately 12 month8. Betause

the Office of Special Education believed that true collabora-

titin requires an understanding of other agencies' regulations;

goals and administrative structure; the person responsible for



develo'ping the agreement for the Office of Special Education

was giver- an office in the Department of Health and Human

Resources for one year; By being physically located in the

Department, he came to understand some of the constraints of

the agency and was able to draft a more workable agreement.

A second strategy used during the development of this

agreement was intended to assuage concern by the Department of

Health and Human Resources that their funding would be

endangered. Mental Health administrators initially feared

that the agreement would mean they could no longer use Title

XIX Medc_lid funding; Howeve:, the staff persons drafting the

agfoement convinced the Mental Health officials that the

agreement would not risk their Medicaid funding and that they

mould even be able to reassign existing staff who would be

replaced by education staff. In essence, staff eventually

sold the idea on the basis that it would enable the Mental

Health office to free up some of their resources.

A draft agreement was circulated to the Cief Executive

officers of the affected institutions and local education

agencies for their reactions. Their comments were incor-

porated into a revised version,, which, ihile it did not

represent absolute consensus on all issues, did recognize as

many local suggestions as possible.

IMPLEMENTATION

The agreement between Special Education and Mental Health

was signed and implemented in 19P0. The Office of Special

4



Education and the Office of Mental Health sent a team of state

staff to each of the local institutions to help them develop

specific implementation plans.

One fairly minor problem quickly surfaced. This involved

the question of whether the institutions could charge parents

for services on a sliding-fee scale. P.L. 94 -1 t2 prohibits

charges when a public agency places a child in a facility in

order to provide the child with an appropriot.-: education

program. This issue was resolved by allo'wino toe Department

of Health and Huff n Resources to charge on a sliding-fee scale

for treatment and care charoFs but not for education and

related service costs. This meant that the two budgets harl

be kedt separate;

The mental retardation agreement was implemented at about

the same time as the mental health agreement. Once thiS

agreement was in place, the state Budget Office requested that

the Office of Mental Retardation give $1 million of its. Title

XIX (Medicaid) funds to the school district responsible for

handicapped children in state institutions. This money was to

be used to pay the salaries of paraprofessionals who teach

daily living skills to meriLally retarded.children. These

paraprofessionals work at a staff /ciiert ratio of 1:3 and

concentrate on behavior-shaping tasks. Thus this agreement,

when).mplemented, used Medicaid funds for educational

purposes. (This arrangement does not violate federal rules but

may be prohibited under some state laws.) Since Medicaid is a

federal-state matching program, this action brought increased

5



federal dollars to the state on behalf of handicapped

Children;

EEFECTS_W=GRFEMENTS

The three interagency agreements dealing with handicapped

students in state-operated institutions and private mental

health facilities have had several positive effects. First,

they have clarified responsibilities between the Office of

Mental Health and the Office of Special Education and between

the Office of Mental Retardation and the Office of Special

Education; Before these agreements were negotiated, there was

no explicit policy concerning which agency should pay for

which ser\ices. This clarification has heiped local agencies

plan and budget for services, and it has reduced turf

struggles among agencies.

Second, according to state Officials, the agreements have

resulted in improved services to handicapped children;

Because two agencies a-e no longer providing the same services

to the same childreni eabh agency can refocus its efforts. on

expanded services that are not duplicative of services

provided by the other\agency.

Third, the agreements have enhanced the communication

among agencies where little had been evident before the

agreements; Issues now surface more quickly and there are

more frequent discussions among agencies. AlthoUgh staff sa4

these are not always easy nor pleasant discussions, their very

existence brings about resolutions of problems on a scale

never attained earlier.



Staff also point to several weaknesses in Louisiana's

agreements.' They have effected change at the local level

slower than some officials had hoped for, as is often the case

with State interagency agreements. Other officials have noted

that many of the local administrators do not have the

technical management skills necessary to operationalize all

parts of the agreements. They see a need for stronger

leadership -- and better organizational skills -- at the local

level.

CONTACT PERSON

John LaCcur
Office of Mental Heaich
Box 4049
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70820

(504) 342-2572
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INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT

DELAWARE

SUMMARY

The Delaware Commissioners of the Department of Public

Instruction, the Department of Health and:Social Services, and

the Department of Corrections entered into an administrative

interagency agreement which gave the SEA authority to (1)

ensure that all state agencies complied with P;L; 94'-142 and

state regulations, and (2) design policies for the.education

of all handicapped children enrolled in the Departments of

Health and Social Services and Corrections.

To implement this agrooment, tha three Commissioners-

established an OffiCe comprised of two professionals and one

secretary and assigned it the_ administrative duties identified

in the agreemert Since its inception in 1979, the

administrative office, working under the direction of the

three Commissioners, has helped clarify' finandial

bilities among agencies and haS helped resolve interagency

disputes at the state and local levels.

DEVELOPMENT AND PURPOSE

Following the passage e-of P.I. 94-142, Delaware's

Commissioners Of Public Instruction, Coirections, and Health

and Social Services understood they would have to bring state

policies on the education of handicapped children into

O



1
compliance with federal and state laws. Since state statute

permitted the Departments of Health and Social Services, and-

Corrections to 'provide education to childre.n under their

respective jurisdictions; all three agencies were responsible

for providing some education programs. .Each acknowledgea that

changes were necessary because some handicapped students were

inadequately served. The Commissioners already had formed

committees to divide responsibilities, but these had proved

ineffective because recommendations were too radical to allow

easy implementation; However, events suggested they needed to

try again: Following passage of P.L. 94-142, the Office of

Civil Rights found the Department of Health and Social Ser-

vices and the Department of Corrections out of compliance

because they were inadequately serving handicapped children;

It also charged the SEA with a complaint because it was

responsible for these children.

Consequently, the State Superintendent of Education met

with the Commissioners of Health and Social Services and

Corrections, and all three decided to enter into an admini-

strative agreement which gave the SEA autrity to develop

federal project that would accomplish the following:

Provide assurance for compliance with the provisions of
P.L. 94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act;

IThe Delaware Department of Health and Social Services
administers the State's mental health and mental retardation
facilities, and the SEA oversees the children's institutions
and the school for the deaf and the deaf/blind.



Assure compliance with the State Board of Education
rules and regulations;.and

Develop an administrative design for the delivery of
special education and related services to all excep-
tional children enrolled in the Departments 'of Health
and Social Services and Corrections.

This agreement was signed in August, 1977, and n office of

one person became, operational in April, 1979. Subsequently,

another full-time professional and a secretary were hired.

Because the'interagency office has had to face federal budget

cuts, funding to continue operatinglpartially depends on the

ability to'use a unique mixture of federal and state funds.

IMPLEMENTATION

The office is cons' ered a special project of the three

departments; with the director reporting directly to each

departmilt's commissioner. Originally tunds for the office

came from federal discretionary monies. However, since 1979,
6

funding provided jointly by the three departments. While

amounts each Department contributes are not fixed, they have

varied only slightly 'from year to year. In FY 1982, the SEA

contributed $78,807 from P.L. 94-142 discretionary funds, the

Department of Corrections contributed $15,000*from federal and

staL funds the Department of Health and Social SerVi:ceS

contributed $48007 from a combination of P.I. 89=313 and

state funds. The Department of Health and Social Services

pays a percentage of its funds according to the number of

children it serves.



In addressing the.problein'of split jurisdiction among

state adenCi(!S for education of handicapped children* the

officedecided that three tasks were necessary: .J1), delin-

eating the three

plan enabling the SEA to generally supervise educational

programs operated try other state agencies, and (3) developing

procedures for jointly evaluating service ,:leilvery; The

Director of the Office of Interagency Agreementi as it is

called, is charged with providing technical assistance and

on-going program evaluation to ensure that the services

deliVered are in compliance with the reqUiteMents of P.L.

94-142* Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the

State Board of EdTcation Rules and Regulations *:.and the

Lelaware Code

pencieg' reSponSibilities,(2) designing a

Many of this office's activities deal with crises. When

one agency is found to be either out of federal compliance or

cited for a deficiency; this office tries to remedy the

problem, always doing so by collabotating with the three

agencies. For example, a State-operated facility for the

emotionally disturbed was unable to finance related services

as part of its on-site educational program; In the summer of

1981, the Office of Civil Rights issued a complaint that the

Division of Mercal Health was not providing related services

and at the same time, cited both the SEA, because it .was

responsible for assuring the provision of related services,

and the Bureau of Juvenile Corrections, because it also was

not providing related services. In response to the com-

4
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plaint, the interagency offrc oc.ducted a needs assessment

children in re _ and' contracted with a private

agency, the Visitina j41 1.-sas Association, to provide OT, PT,

and speech therapy.

The Director of the interagency office played the key

role in developing the following financial, agreement: A

f\inancial pool was created to provide related serviceg for

children in mental health'and correctional facilities. It was

not cost-effective for each agency.to contract or hire the

personnel necessaryto provide a full range of related ser-

vic - as determined by the needs assessment. The Department

Of H alth and Social Services and the State Education Agency.

each Contribute approximately $11,000.00, with the Interagency

Offic0 adding another $4,000.00. The Department of
V

Corrections agreed'to redirect their commitment to the related

servicepool to the area of improving p:iychi:it -,sivices (a

previously unmet needin correctional lhe

Departmeht of Corrections eventually contributed $2,400 to

offset unanticipated costs monitored by the Interagency

Office: Referrals, evaluations an? scheduling procedures were
4

developed by each participating facility.

In addition to handling crises arising from

non-compliance with P.L. 94-142, the Office of Interagency,

Agreements assists in the process of developing policies ,that

benefit handicapped students. Fdr example, the office played

a key role in the 1980 passage of HB 78q which lowered the age

at which children are entitled to receive a free appropriate



public education. Because of thi.8!law, blind and deaf
4

children from birth and other children.when they reach three

years old are entitled to receive a/free appropriate public

education.

In this case, the director of the office established a

committee made up of 58 pre-school providers who agreed to

support th Legislation. The committee petitioned the General

Assembly and ensured them that, as a group, they would work

toward effective iMplementation of the law. After this Iaw's

passage,this committee issued a report, "Early Intervention

.for Pre-School Handicapped", which recommended that each

county eStabliSh an At-Risk Interagency Screening Evaluation

,Committee. By 1983, these scr ening committees were iin place
1

,,:commended that the Startstatewide. This report also

Programs be moved to'school b ildings and accept 20% of their

caseload from handicapped children. While thil,s1 recom-

mendationw4pitially-was accepted and implemented on a pilot

baSit, declining enrollments and school closings in made it

infeasible.

The office's ability to assist in developing policy was

also evident with regard to the confidentiality or'informa-

tion issue.' For example, the Department of Corrections was

unable to receive or transfer student records until the

director of the interagency office drafted a policy statement

that paralleled P.L. 94-143 pertaining to access of diagnostic

information and student records. The Department of

6



Corrections incorporated the statement into.its 1981 state

regulations and has_been implementing it ever since.

EFFECTS OF THE OFFICE'S -WO-RK

When measured against the criteria for effective inter-

agency efforts, Delaware's Office of Agreement has achieved

some notable uccess.

(1) Support for SEA: The presence of, this offiCe has

lent "clout" to SEA activities, even though the director

reports to the commissioners of all three agencies. In all of

its work, staff of the office seek to ensure that the best

interest of all three agencies, as well as the SEA's, are

realized. Thus, this office's activities have served to

greatly assist the SEA in its supervisory responsibilities;

/(2) Clarification of specific technical and financial

agreements: Rather than generally clarifying'. agencies'

financial responsiblities, the office has drafted technical

and financial arrangements, such as the one between Mental

Health, Corrections, and the SEA to provide funds for relates

services.

(3), Guidance to LEA's: Similarly, the office providee

guidance when LEA's fade problems. For example, in a case

where neither the Division of Mental Health nor the LEA of

residency would pay for an aide for an emotionally disturbed

child placed in aesidential facility by a family court, the6

director of the interagency office has petitioned the family



court foe a judgement. While awaiting judicial resolution,

the interagency office has provided the necessary funds;

(4) -increased services for handicapped_children: The

work of the office has resulted in increased services for

handicapped children; as evidenced by the pre-school legisla-

tion and the local screening committees. The-agreement to

provide related services also came about largely at the

instigation of the interagency office. Current interagency

activities developed as a resultof this- of ice include a

Driver's Education program, Computer Network Newsletter,

Summer Horticulture Program; Curriculum Development and

Inservice programs;

(5) Conflict resolu ti-on: Perhaps the primary benefit

the Delaware office is its ability tO__teSOlVe inter - agency

conflicts. The need for a mediator results from the SEA's

authority to supervise all education programs. This authority

easily can be construed as intervening in oth-er agencies'

programs. The Director of the OM( of Agreements maintains

that because he has gained the trust of all three departments,

disputes are easily handled. Each department expresses

confidence that the office's activities will serve collectivi?,

as well as individual, interests.

A positive evaluation of the Delaware office by the Mid-

Atlantic Regional Resource Center cited the following:

Policies and procedures for services to institutiona-
lized children_ and youth have improved. Progres haS
been made in_thedesign of procedures for the coordi-
natibn of_individualized educational program develop-
ment and implementation. Student record transmittals



have improved; there has been a reduction in the
duplication of student evaluations; The Department
Of CbtrectiOhS now has an operations manual outlining
.procedures for screening handicapped children
(evaluation occurs before sentencing). Previously
unattended, staff development is receiving more
attention;

Agreements between state-operated facilities and
local school districts have been easier to reach
since the implementation of this project. The
state-level administrative;agreement serves as a
prototype for lOcal efforts andiappears on the back
of all local agreements.

The director, trusted by all three agencies, views
himself as a facilita-t-o-rhelping the agencies to

,Jelbp their own problem-solving processes and
products. Removing the role of interagency
coordinator from the Department of Public Instruction
and making it answerable 1-_o all three agencies has
increased access and reduced suspicion of agency
bias; Agencies are now more willing to cooperate,
realizing that interagency eff_ortd can be very
helpful in resolving problems and.reducLng_service
delivery gaps; On several Occasions_, the director
has successfully provided mediation services,
allowing agencies with_differing views to reach a
mutually agreeable solut-ion to the existing problem;2

CONTACT PERSON

Dr. Richard Wells
Director
State Interagency Educational
Administration Agrcement

621 Delaware Street
Suite 200
New Castle, Delare 09720

(302) 736-5471

2Mid-Atlantic RegiOnal Resource Center, Unpublished
'Document, Atigust 1981.
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THE INTERDEPRTMENTAL COMMITTEE

MAINE

SuM3NRY

Tn i977, the maihe lecislature passed a law requiring

three state agencies to deelop a long-term coordinated set of

policies concerning children and family services; These three

agencies consisted of the Department of Human Services; the

Department of Mental Health. and Mental Retardation, and the

Department of Corrections. The Department of Educational and

Cultural Affairs was added to thiS litt thettly thereafter;

The Cc,m-nissioners of each of thesc departments decided to form

a commi_ttee that we ti as an on going mechanism enabling

them t) develup ar 1:;L:L.-!m,..-t an interdepartmental system of

residential and group carp for children;

The Interdepmental Committee (Irc) was established

with four Commissioners frOM the above agencies as its

member hib; Task groups and operational SUbcOmmitteeS wc:

created to facilitate the work of the committee.

Because the Commissioners are state cabinet officials;

they have Maintained 3 high degree of decision-making

authority and have accomplished several far-reachihO goals

with respect to group care arrangements:.

41 They dE eloped a coordinated system_ for reviewing and
cfunding applications frOM reSidential and group care

facilities.

They deve'oped a SySteM to determine costs and set
rates in residential and group care facilities.



They created a formula that alit- cost_res_p_onti-bi-
lities to- 0- 0 agencies..

The; _dev_eloped a system for tri-department licensure of
residential child care facilities.

DEVFLOPMENT AND PURPOSE OF THE COMMITTEE,

Maine's Interdepartment Committee (IDC) developed from
-_

three distinctive efforts relate] to childr-- and family

.-ervices that conv(?rq 1973; In that year; three state

jencies, the Departmencl of Mental Health, Corrections, and

Human Services -ooperated to develop a plan for integrated

screening and soCi8.1 service delivery to children. Although

many of their plan'S objectives were not achieved, these
4

agencies' bureaucratic staff developed strong and - :ontinuing

_
linkages.

Between 1975 and 1977, ser-.-ices to children were the

focus of a number of special studieS and reports, incuding

the Child Abuse and Neolect Task !i.brce of toe Maine Human

Services Couhoil, a Special Commission to Revise the Statutes

Relating to JUVehilet0 and the Greater Portland United .Way-'s

SUbStitute Care Task Force. These and other efforts 9aed the

Way for the 1977 any' ")7P introduction of two pieces of

legislation into the legislature: Att Att to EttabliSh

the Maine Juvenile Cei .ind the Interim Children's Services

'-t. Along with enacting these the legislature issued

a directive to Lhe Department of Mantal Heal L:: and Corr ions

(snbsequertly reor size into two separate agencies) and the

Department of Humar. Set ce8 to jointly develop a long -term,

coordinated plIcy for. services to children and famil:es. Thy

2



legislature also then requested that the two agencies submit a

report detailing ty4 systematic approach that would be adopted

to carry out policy;

As the result of the findings of the8e activities, rest

(16111. child care emerged as an atea of particular concern.

By the time the logiglatdre issued its directive, it became

clear that interagency committee efforts in general had to be

tit-bad-Oh-6d to include, not only the human service and mental

LaIth agencies, but the Department of Educational and

Cultural Services as well;

These three agencies AibMitted a report which iniluded a

series of recommendations, some of which required legislative

action. One of thC3e recommendations called for sustained

,Interdepartmental efforts for a:

"7-long-f-?rm coordinated policy that would have
meaningfIll application to a range of services and
issue; could not be viewed as an isolated product;
rather the pAliaye'would need to be developed ilh
a sustail interdepartmental effort in7olvi:._
at the local, regional and_state level '.cm public
and private agencies as well as the leg:4.9Lure;'"1.

To this end, thiS report recommended that an interdepartmental

coordinating team be established, mad tipc_2f the Commissioners

and "key policy-makers from those department- selected by the

commissioners." The three departments formalized plans for

working together and adorted a wor plan that specifically

1Coox_di_nate_d__Se_rvi_ces-for riildreri and F-8M11:08: Report
to_t_heGavernor and the 108th Legislature, Januaty 27,
1978.

3
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focused on developing and implementing an interdepartmental

system of children's residential and grobp care.

_IMPLEMENTATION

In response to tt.0 legislative mandate to develop

coordinated residential bare system, the IDC decided; firsti

to corcentrate on those state residential treatment centers

that help em-tionally handicapped children, a group of

children who; more likely than not, would need _:are froal more

than one state agency: n-Psecond; to initially focu.7 on

issues having to do With bOth finanL:ial management and

allocations cif financial responsibilities across departments.

From its ii.teptiOni the IDC's effectiveness has dependf,1

upon the participation XiL the Commissioners of the participa-

ting departments well as the availability of b a

programmatic and technical staff; Each of the folloWing

participants ulfills an important functiO1 in the committee's

work;

(1) D;qierttent Commissioners: tha Committee's

creationi the four Department Commis oners review the

progress of the IDC's working committees and determine the

need for policy eecisions.

(2) Divislon Directors: The Directors of thc Divisions

having primary responsibility for children's services in each

of tlie f7Ji;, agencies si )11 the Reilery_ial and Group-Care

Cbmmittee and act as a steerinc committee to the overall IDC.

They review the work of the interagency tears and ad hoc task

4



fOrdet that function under the aegis *f the IDC and deVio,:

the agenda fbr the Commissioners' meetings. The Diviti-

Dire6tors bring t- _he IDC not only a Vero..ledge of ag,

policy and program details, but a sensitivity to operational

issues; Their expertise and tehtitivitl! has helped the IDC

avert potential resistance to its work.

(3) Agency eChhCal Staf: Fiscal staff and contract

Officers from each of the agencies are active on the Joint

Licensing Task Force; Interdepartmental Negotiation Team; and

the Ineidebeitelt Fiscal Team. These teams haVe been

constituted as working committeet, with responsibility for

both joint contract development and residential care financial

m:Ilnagement.

4) IDO staff: The IDC presently is staft d Ly an

EAecutive Dir:Dctor and twc hu.man service specialists;
7

:cawed by the three member agencies. IDC

participants agree that they "couldn't function Withdtit the

staff "...."the inertia would kill us otherwise." Staff

ccrvene the meetir,js, develop agendas and work plans and

provide ove:111 support to the committees.

EFFECTS OF ThE COMMITTEE'S WORK

IDC i.-.EiCipants point to several intangible consequences

of the Committee's w3rk; First; the Contlittee't work has

provided a model for introducing change that taket into
a

alcount 8-gc:h-cieg' mandates and t'neir day-to-day

operations. SOCOnd, IDC't pr-)cess hes created a "more



relaxed" system: by clarifyin each agency's role and
responsibilities, the ?DC'S work has both streo thened
agency's COntr 1 over its own operations and reduced the

anxieties of service providerS Whb now deal with a single

_system.

Speci-ic effettS of -the Committee's work include the

following:

(13 They deveIoped_a_cc- .dinated system for reviewing
and fundi_n_g__applicationS from residential and groupcarefacilities. The IDC has developed a
consolidated contracting process applicable to allresidential agencies that involves a single
contract which is signed off by all ¶DC agencies,
and a _:-angle expenditure _reporting mechanism; TheIDC ?lso created a preappIication process and a
proct..,uie by which new agencies could identify the
need for technical assistance at an early point inthe facility's program development process.

(2) They deve_lopeda_system to determine Costs and setrates resid-ektiaI and group care faOilities;
These costs are pA.id by parentt ()f non-handicapped
chil reri; parents wao, _themSelVet place their handl--
cr,L.c,oe. ^hild in a -facility; and education agenciesa student in such a facility. Thissyst.,:;.: already has proven beneficial to both state
agencie and residential' faciliti.e5.7: With theavailability of reliable cost data, the Commis-
sioners a7e able to accurately project future coftIL
and pinpoint areas for cost containment;

(3) They created a -ormula cost-
responsibilitie 'Dr participating agencies.
The Committee':: c3n8olidatkon of state contracting,

and reporting procedures has proven
beneficial to _egidential treatment facilities;
rates have seen both standardized and increased as a
result of the oata produced through the 'cost
tepor: system.

4 i They develcoed a_s_ystem_ for tri-dc Lartment licenSute
or- restdential_ch_i_ld cale Lac:Mute:5._ ''Rules for
the Licensure of Child Cate fazilit :7;3" have been
newly developed and final revisions :!ri
Participants cie hop9fdl that tase _mere corn:-.3:.;:en-sive licensing regulations 11 help to e 3luat and

6



upgrade the quality of programs and, thereby,
address the agencies' shared concern: whether
children are being referred to and placed in
appropriate facilitieS.

CONTACT PERSON

Nancy Warburton
eutive Director

I erdepartment Committee
- Dev:rtment of Mental Health and 4

4nta: Retardation
Station 40 - Roo: 411
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04333

(207) 289-3161
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THE INTERDEPARTMENT COMMITTEE FOR EDUCATION
OF HANDICAPPED

NEW JERSEY

7.,MMARY

New Jersey's Interdepartment Committee for Education

the Handicapped was established in 1978 to coordinate the pto-

vision of education and related services among agencies and to

ensure that all state agencies serving handicapped children

comply with P.L. 94-142. The committee is made-up of the

Diroctor of the Division of Special Education and the Division

Of Vocational E uca ion from the Departmert of Education. The

Assistant Commi sioners from the Departments of Corrections;

Health; Human Sery ces; and Labor and Ihdustry appoint repre-

sertatives from their respectivf- --ireaus and offices. The

`Executive Director of Head Start ant. the Assistant Ditedtbrs

from the Office of Community rs and he Governor's

Developmental Disabilities Council

The Interdepartment dommittee has clarified responsibi-

litie8 for handI_apped'chilcren'amc,g participating agen-qes.

It began by identifying functions cc.mmon to n11 agencies and

proceeded to assign ,.3peci-fic responsibilities to

cgcnci-r,s. To help en9urc compliance with

94-142; +-he set in h:otion an on-going; interagency

review process whereby state regulations policies and

praCtices-ar examinee against the federe-, law;



DEVELOPMENT AND PURPOSE OF THE COMMITTE;'

The New Jertey Interdepartment Committee was e:_;',I.i131ished

under the aegis of P.L. 94-142 and was convened by the New

Jersey Department of Education for the purpose =_Of assisting

the SEA to develop policies and procedures that would ensure

the collaboration of several human service agencies. The
1

original and current focus of the committee's work is handi-

capped children, a focUS it ha-s Chosen to maintain, rather

than expand to other related areas. The Committee grew out.c,r

a recognition that because multiple state agencies could

involved in caring for handicapped children; interagency plan-

ning was necessary; The potential overlapping of service

jurisdictions and the lack of clarity abOUt finanbial respon.-

sibilities was apparent. The SEA kneW that an interagency

approach was needed to ensure appropriate services for chil-
1

dron residing an private facilities as well as for those

children served by other state-operated programs such as Cor-

rectional :r mental health facilities. For exattiple, in New

Jersey, a severely retarded child placed' in an out-of-state

residential facility may be served by an LEA Lnd Separate

State departments, regardless,of Whiea agency made the initial

plzcement. The following rules apply:

The 9A in which the chi3,(7's parents r:--7.8id,4 its

responsible for' financing the child's OdUtation.11
program.

Along -with the LEA, the State Department of Educa7
ticin ds required to monit the child's educatinal
program.

2



The Depar:Tient of Health suoervises medical care
and may use,He6icaid funds to pay fbt L11 or part
of the colts'of such care.

The pepartment of Human Services often is the
residential_ placement contracting agent -and certi-
fies a_facility's staff when the child is under its
jurisdictf'on.

The Interdepatment Col)kmittee is made up of high level

staff from all human service( agencies in the state; Member
! -

agencies irclude the Departments of Correctons, Health and

Human S rkices, Labor ;and Industry; ommlinity, Affairs and

Head Statt. The Division of Vocat Onal,EdUcation. and the

Division of Special Education represerit the Department Of

Education; Each year, the Commissioner of EducatOn forwards

a letter, to th=a Commissioners of these agencieS requesting

their
.
cOoperatiom in assuring .a free appropriate/public educa-

,

tion.fOr all handicapped students in New Jersey and asking

them to appoint one staff person to the committee. The staff

son so assigned is typically an Assistant Commi6sloner or
11

a office director; one step above a middle manageTtient,pos1.--

tion.\ Committee Members usually report to 'a higher level

person who,: in turn., reports to their respective commis-

sioners. The committee also has agreed to tform various ad-hoc

committeasito carry out its work; The members name one or

more of their staff to help work on a subject ,..;hen such

committee is need d for a specific puFpose, Th6s, the

commi..Lee relies on member agences for much of its actual
.

work,adecisiontatallowscommitteememberstoset brod
1

policy directions rather than spend time working out details

implementation. #

3



unit takes the lead in des.v.: 3ring a statewide advocacy and

training network for parents of hdicapped children.

The Committee's second task to guarantee State com-

pdiance with P.L. 94-142. The C iLt-ee sought to initiate a

process,to ensure :that New Jersey'F. policies and practices

would comply with federal law and gulati^ns; To this end,

the Committee regularly examines Doti' federal --,nd state regu-

lations concerding special education-and re dews its State

Special Eduation Plan so that it will conform to any changes

in federal rules, thereby assuring that lerira-al and state

regulations do not conflict. The Cominittee also regularly

reviews its own state administrative codes to em4ure cross-

agency uniformity in school program requirements;

EFFECTS OF THE COMMITTEE'S WORK

Although the Committee itself does not establish policy

its work over the past several years has, according to its

members, influenced SEA policy, facilitated an understanding

of each other among departments and divisionsi and 1.rovided

decision-making forum that prevents turf-struggles;

Specific effects of the Committee's work include the

following:

(1) Compliance with P.L. 94-142: The Committee haS

operationalized the assurances in its state legislation,

Chapter 207 of the laws of 1979, that the State Department of

Education_will maintain responsibility for educating all

handicapped children in New Jersey. The primary function of



the Interdepartment Committee is to strengthen the SEA's

ability to ensure an appropriate educc;on for these children.

The Committee's ongoing review of fec ;41 and state law and

regulations and state practices to ens. compliance- is, in

effect, assisting the SEA in carrying out its responsibilities

of assuring that all State agencies comply with P.L. 94-142.

(2) Clarif-ication of Service Delivery Responsibility:

The Committee has established policies which clarify service

delivery responsibilites among agencies. Although the

Committee has not specifically assigned financial responsi-

bilities among agencies, it is understood thaCt financial

responsibilities accompany service delivery responsibilities

which have been spelled out;

(3) Am Increase of Services: The Committee's work haS

produced increased services for handicapped children. For

example, it assumed a direct role in the passage of pre-school

legislation which applied to handicapped students. At a time

when disagreements among agencies had blocked the establish-

ment of a policy on pre-school programs, the Committee was

able to work together with the legislature to enact new legis-

lation mandating pre-school programs in New Jersey. The

Committee provided information to the legislature, testified

at its hearings, and endorsed the legislation. At least

partially because of the Committee's efforts, New Jersey

recently became the twelfth state to pass legislation man-

dating pre-school programs for all handicapped children age

0-5.

6
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Secondly, theCommittee examined community recreation

programs and provided information to local school districts

and other local agencies about what state programs were

available to train recreation personnel. Several LEAs and

community recreation agencies then established physical

education programs for handicapped students where none pre-

viously had existed.

(4) Cost Reduction: The Committee's work has probably

reduced costs to all involved agencies. Although there are no

data to substantiate this assertion, Committee members main-

tain that shared activities have saved money; For example,

the Committee instituted a toll-free 800 telephone number that

can be used by anyone in the state to report the presence of

handicapped child. Because other departments do not have to

establish separate lines, operational costs are thereby

reduced. Although many savings would not show up in agency

budgets, state officials believe that the increased collabora-

tion -and assistance the Committee provides to local agencies

inevitably will reduce operational costs resulting from

service duplication.

(5) Interagency Communication Promoted: Because the

Committee provides a forum that promotes communication,

potential conflicts have been thereby avoided. According to

the State Director of the Division of Special Education, the

Committee is assuming even more importance with the decline in

federal and state resources. The Committee enables the state

to bridge an increasing number of service gaps. Thus; if one



agency is unable to provide a certain service, the Committee

discusses ways another agency may be able to help.

The Committee's biggest problem has been to get its

merkbers to regularlyiettend meetings. Because it isritical

that the Assistant Commissioners or high level office

directors are at meetings, when subordinates are sent in their

place, the progress of the Committee's work sometimes is

reduced.

CONTACT PERSON

Dr. Jeffrey Osowki
Director
Special Needs/Handicapped
Education

Department of Education
225 West State Street
CN 500
Ttenton New Jersey 08625

(609) 468-6500
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THE MICHIGAN INTERAGENCY. DELIVERY SYSTEM
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND RELATED SERVICES

FOR THE HANDICAPPED

MICHIGAN

SUMMARY

The Michigan Interagency Delivery System for Vocational

Education and Related Services represents a strong effort,

among three state agency divisions, to increase the avail=

ability of vocational education opportunities for handicapped

children throughout the state; Using an interagency agree-

ment-:process at the state level, Special Education Services

Area (SESA)i Michigan Rehabilitation Services (MRS), and

Vocational-Technical EducatiOn Service (VTES) developed a

model delivery system which could be used by local school

districts and local MRS offices to help build comprehensive

programs of vocational education and related services.

Approximately 30 local programs have been developed or

strengthened as a result Of the state agreement. Michigan's

effort thus serves as an example of state leadership giving

impetus to expanded educational, vocational, and relatei

services programs at the local level.

TARGET POPULATION

The Interagency Delivery System was developed to serve

secondary school age special education students who are (1)

eligible for Michigan Rehabilitation Services, and (2)

assessed as able to benefit from one of the vocational

education. alternatives provided by the program.

1
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The overall goal of the interagency effort, according eo

the interagency document developed by the three agencies, was

to provide:

"....the services needed by handicapped youth in
order that each individual will have the opportunity
to develop to his or her maximum potentials nd to
live as fully and independently as possible ".

SpecifiCally, SESA, VTES, and MRS hoped to:

1. Better define the responsibilities of each of
the three agencies for vocational education and
employment-related services to handicapped
youth;

2. Reduce duplication and overlap among the
services of the three agencies, particularly in
light of scarce resources for all three.
Agencies.

3. Encourage cooperative programming at the local
level, using a generic program model, in order
to improve handicapped youths' access to and
preparation for employment.

DEVELOPMENT OF

The origin of the Michigan Interagency Delivery .System

was in a program begun by MRS in the 1960's and early 1970's.

Initially, MRS just hired a special counselor to work with

handicapped youth, butby 1972, the vocational education and

special education programs have become involved in thiS

I"Michigan Interagency Delivery System for Vocational
Education and Related Services for the Handiaapped," by
Michigan Rehabilitation Services, Special Education Services
Area and Vocational-Technical Education Services, published
by the Michigan Department of Education, p. 27;

2
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effort. Staff of the three agencies realized that the three

programs were often pursuing the same goals, "knocking on the

same doors," yet frequently duplicating each others' services.

Agency staff became increasingly convinced that services would

be more efficient if they were well-coordknated, and if the

roles of each agency with regard to the others could be

clarified; An initial agreement was developed among the three

agencies in 1972-73. However, its scope was limited and it'

did not address financial issues.

Michigan's efforts at the state level to better integrate
AIL

special education, vocational education, and vocational
.

rehabilitation services were reinforced by parallel federal

efforts occuring during the same time period; Representatives

of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (now Special

Education Programs) , Vocational Education, and the.

Rehabilitation Services Administration (then in DHEW), issued

a federal 'memo of understanding, -setting forth the goal of

'interagency coopet4tion and urging states to devise their own

programmatic efforts. Michigan's work, which by that time

included specific ideas for. interagency services delivery, was

presented to the three federal agencies in Washington as one

possible model and as an example that state level cooperation

was not only possible but was likely to improve services; This

new federal interesti combined with on-going concern in

Michigan about vocational issues, led in 1979 to -a revised

agreement among the three Michigan agencies.

However, Michigan SEA and MRS staff realized that

3



interagency agreements are only a first ,step toward coopera-

tive and effective interagency programming. Such agreements,

they felt, have little impact Lidless they are followed by-

coordinated and sustained program development: "Any three

fools can sign an agreement;" as one staff person asserted;.

the more difficult task is t.) develop a delivery system which

actually results in improved services for 'handicapped

students. This became the next ,goal of the three agencies.

The Interagency Delivery' System was developed by a

committee composed of representatives from each of the .three

agencies. Committee members were both personally and

professionally committed to the goal of interagency

programming, and this commitment turned out to be crucial

developng the delivery system. Even when other demands on

their agencies threatened the priority of the interagency

effort, the committee memberswere able to sustain attention

on it. The committee was responsible for all aspects of the

state level cooperative effort, including: '(1) obtaining

agency resource commmitments for the cooperative effort; (2)

clarifying or changi-'g agency policies which acted as barriers

to cooperative sarvice delivery; (3) designing the local

delivery model; (4,) encouraging local program development

through workshops, training sessions, or on-site consultation;

and (5) providing technical assistance as local programs ran

into difficulties or needed further state policy changes.

4



IMPLEMENTATION

The major step in implementing the interagency delivery

system was publication of a document entitled, Michigan

inte_na_g_e_ncy_aeli_very-System for Vocational Education and

Related Services. Developed by the interagency committee, and

distributed widely in 1980 by the three agencies, thiS

document set forth the delivery system which the state

agencies were recommending to their local counterparts;

This interagency document was unusually detailed and

comprehensive; It inclUded:

O A copy of the most recent agreement between SESA:,
MRS;and VTES,whiehOUtlihed the_COmmitMeiltS each
of these agencies made to the delivery system.

o A_ description of the structure, mandate,
eligibility brit.-4ria, referral. procedures, and
services of each of the .three agencies, as a
reference for local agencies;

An outline of a generic delivery system model,
identifying, by task, which agency had(a) primary
responsibility,(b) limited responsibility; or (c)
no responsibility; For example this model out-
lin%0 procedures for joint development of IEPs
and TWRPs, utilizing expertise from All_ agencies.
Local agencies_were free to adapt this generic
delivery model to their own resources and
programs;

4, Recommendations for aprocess of achieving local
collaborative, programming including models' of
local interagency agreements;

Descriptiont of the four vocational. training
options land the. related services available to
special education students, including:

;;.--Regular vocational eduCation
-Adapted vocational education
-Special Education/Vocational Education, and
-Individualized Vocational Training

The service delivery and financial responsibili-
ties of each ofthe three agencies were detailed
for these alternatives.-

5



this document was the basis for in-service training of

local agency staff interested in improving vocational pro-

gramming and rehabilitation services. (Thc state interagency

committee representatives developed other in-service training

materials and_cprlducted most of the -tra4n4n-the-mselves.)

After local school districts, intermediate districts, or

MRS field Offidea decided to implementthe pnogram model,

state staff provided teChnical assistance as requested. The

process usually involved local design of a program;

consultation with staff of each state agency in order to

identify barri-ers to implementation; and joint work by state

and local staff to remove these barriers; either through

change in state policy

;_-_--procedures.:

through alteration of local

Implementation of the interagency delivery system has not

been free of problems. SEA staff cite several issues which

were particularly difficult, as well as several factors which

were crucial for continued implementation of the effort:

co The development of the interagency effort was
endangered at several points because the three
Staff persons assigned to it (from SESA, MRS, and
VTES) were on the verge of being reassigned to
other agency priorities._ This was in part due to
agency funding cuts -and resource constraints,
which meant that.all three state agencies had
trouble just accomplishing their basic functions
with little staff time to spare for new inter-
agency ventures. However,reassignment of state
staff would have eliminated technical assistance
to local districts and -- in the view of the SEA
and- MRS -staff involved -- slowed the development
of local programs. This problem was reduced in
the 1982 -83- school year when the state agencies,
and particularly SESA, renewed their commitment
of staff time to this eftort.



Except, for the-federal interagency agreement
developed in the late 1970's, federal policy did
not mandate cooperative interagency ventures at
the state level. Thus, state staff involved in
the cooperative delivery model had to spend much
of their time justifying it as a priority effort.

Some provisions of P.L. 94-142 created barriers to
interagency progrAmming. State staff particularly
cite the difficulty they encountered in working
with the due process orientation ofR.'L. 94=142.
Since neither MRS or VTES had these r4qU\irements,
local staff in these agencies initially\thought
local special education personnel were "hiding
behind" the due process requirements as a way of
not fully cooperating in joint programs; Once
local staff understood each others' mandates,
however, and realized that they shared program
goals, such difficulties were overcome.

A similar difficulty in local program development
emerged on the issue of confidentiality of infor-
mation. Some local school districts were
unwilling to share student information with MRS.
This problem, too, was able to be resolved as
local agency staff developed closer working
relationships, and after the State Attorney
General's office indicated thht MRS could be
considered an education agency.

The.factors which enabled the cooperative effort to

persist; despite these difficulties, were (1) the strong

personal ,and professional commitments of the three staff

assigned to the effort wtio were) successful in keeping their
.

agencies committed to interagencypiogramming; (2) the

ihterestoflocalschooldistrictsamit4RS. offices in

improving vocational training forsecondary quaents; (3) the

strength of the interagency delivery model documen which,

once published, provided reference materials and guidelines

for anyone interested in vocational educatioin/special

education/rehabilitation,Programming; and (4) the ability of

MRS to use local special education expenditures to match



federal funds. This latter factnr has been particularly

important in encouraging districts to develop collaborative

programs; TSA expenditures* for staff and space which are used

for tY',. purposes of vocational rehabilitation (and which are

under the control of an MRS supervisor) can be matched with

federal vocational rehabilitation funds at a ratio of 20%/80%.

By the summer of 1983, thirteen districts were using this

Jmatching areangement, which accounted for over $2,000,000 of

rehabilitation dollars; Rural districts have found this

arrangement especially attractive because of its "multiplier"

effect on their limited local dollars.

EFFECTS

There have been three major benefits from the Michigan

interagency delivery system.

1. More than 30 local programs have been developed,
using the state agency agreement as a basis and
adapting it to local circumstances: In the
1982-83 school year, it is estimated that these
programs served approximately 10, 000
secondary school handicapped students.

2. Working relationships among the'three state
agencies are closer and more productive. In
Addition to cooperating on this effort, the
agencies now review and respond to each _others'
state plans to identify ways in which 'collabora-
tive policies and programming could be
strengthened; Staff from the three agencies
attend each agency's state confetences to make
presentations updAting the collaborative pro-
gram, answer field staff questions, and
increase 'their own information-bases related
to the other agencies.

3. The 'interagency effort has led to other
activities to improve vocational 'opportunities
for the secondary age students. As an example:



staff of VTES and MRS are now developing
expanded guidelines for a post-secondary
delivery system for handicapped young adults.'

CONTACT PERSON:

Ms. Elizabeth Kitchell
Special Education Sewvices Area
Michigan State Board of Education
Box 30008
Lansing, Michigan 48909

(517) 373 -1695
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STATE PROnOTION OF LOCAL JOINT FUNDING PROGRAMS
FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED STUDENTS

RHODE ISLAND

SUMMARY

Rhode Island's State Education Agency issued a Request

for Proposals (RFP) from LEA's and local Community Mental

Health Centers (CMHC) to jointly provide and finance intensive

treatment services to severely handicapped children with

behavior disorders: This RFP grew out of the SEA'S recogni-

tion that community services for these children were

insufficient, and were well behind services that targeted

adults or children with drug related problems. The SEA also

hoped to decrease the number of expensive day. and. residential

out-of-home placements.

The objective of the RFP was to use seed money to

encourage local organizations to collaborate. In effect, the

LEA would act as a case-manager by referring troubled children

to a joint LEA-CMHC program. The SEA thereby hoped to be

assured that these school-age children received adequate care.

Grants were awarded to three localities in which the LEA

and the CHMC jointly developed a plan to treat Seriously

disturbed children: Kent County, Providence and Woonsocket.

SEA discretionary funds are being used as a three-year

commitment to provide start-up funds for these projects.

DEVELOPMENT AND PURPOSE OF SEED MONEY

Rhode Island has used the competitive bidding mechanism

I
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for various purposes over the past 10 years. It has allowed

the SEA to target resources to those districts with particular

needs (as only those who choose to perform a particular

project will apply). It has been sufficiently specific that

school boards cannot divert funds to other purposes, and it

has given local special education directors greater control

over their use of funds than is possible with P.L.;.;94-142

funding.

There are nine mental health catchment areas in the state

and 40 LEA's with non co-terminous borders. The effectiveness

of state and local level education/mental health collaboration

has varied,in the words of state agency officials,from fair to

poor to non-existent. Yet, both agencies agreed that many

students with problems need to receive more intensive

community services to prevent institutionalization. State

officials recognized that collabor'ative efforts were needed to

serve this especially difficult population, severely

handicapped children with behavior disorders. They felt the

most effective way.Eo evoke such collaboration was to offer'

seed money to develop local projects. Thus, the SEA funded

these local projects because of its strong commitment to forge

interagency collaboration at the local level..

The idea of providing seed money to both local education

genpies and CMHC's orginated in 1979 when the SEA began

preparing its state plan. Twenty-five percent of the federal

funds granted to Rhode Island for special education are

retained at the state as discretionary money. To maximize the

2
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use of these funds, the SEA sent out a brief survey asking

many organizations and LEA's state-wide to identify areas in

which new or expanded services were most needed. The over-

whelming response indicated that the population most- need

of-services were students with behavioral disorders. Local

:respondents agreed that funds were urgently needed to devise

programs to keep these children at home, rather than in

private day treatment and residential facilities.

At the same time, the SEA was aware of both the lengthy

waiting list for residential treatment centers for emotionally

disturbed children and their tremendous costs; Because the

monies for these placements came partly from state funds, the

SEA and the Department of Children and Families were

interested in reducing such costs for this expensive option as

well as helping local agencies serve these children as close

to homp as possible. Therefore, the SEA issued a "Request for

Proposal" (RFP) that asked for joint LEA and CMHC efforts to

provide intensive services to severely disturbed children.

To develop the RFP, the Director of Special Education in

Rhode Island met with' the Director of the Division of Mental

Health and the President of the Rhode-Island Mental Health

Association, both of whom were supportive of the idea. A few

local special education and CMHC directors were also consulted

while the RFP was being developed. Copies were distributed to

all local federal project coordinators. Courtesy copies were

sent to CMHC's so they would be prepared when they were

approached by LEA's.

3
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IMPLEMENTATION

The SEA reviewed several applications to the RFP. Three

localities were selected for awards; Each. of the three

localities received $20,000 in start-up funds for the last

four months of the 1980-1981 school year and $40,000 for 1981-

1982, with a notice that the state expected to continue

funding in 1982-1983. While the three local project designs

vary slightly, all illustrate that local special education

directors and mental health providers are jointly developing a

program of services for severely emotionally disturbed

children;

In each of the three projects, the LEA or the group of

LEA's is the fiscal agent and receives funds directly from the

SEA. (These funds covered 100% of program costs for the first

two years of operation.) The LEA then contracts with the CMHC

to render specific services. A federal regulationthat has

hindered collaboration surfaced during this period. Federal

Departmentof Education regylations specified that LEA's could

not subcontract with another agency without competitive

bidding. ,The state Special Education Director got around this

provision by assuring contracting with the CMHC's was justi-

fied because the CMHC was the only serviceprovider in the

area for emotionally disturbed students.

EFFECTS

Joint projects were developed in the three ,sites as

described below.



1; .Kent CountV:- When the state RFP came out, the Youth

Services Director at the Community Mental Health Center (CMHC)

in Kent County and the Special Education Directors from

Warwick, West Warwick, Coventry, East Greenwich, and West

Greenwich school districts met for the first time to identify

and prioritize mutual needs. Prior to the state' RFP, the

school districts would sometimes contract with the CMHC for

specific counseling services as needed; however, there was

very little interaction between agencies.

When the directors began to discuss priorities, they

agreed that the disruptive adolescent with a severe behavior

disorder who typically. drops out of school or gets suspended

was the type of child most in need of services: In6the past,

this student would be a candidate for home instruction, which

all agreed was the least desirable option, or for an out-of-

state residential center or day treatment, both of which were

terribly expensive and took the child away from his/her

family.

In the joint planning session, participants agreed to

establish a day treatment center for these students. The

educationN4gencies provided a previously closed school

building and a ecial education supervisor as in-kind con-

tributions. .TheMHC received the start-up funds (which

comprised only 20 percept of their budget) and state and local

fundS for the education o each child in the program. The

CMHC also 'provided administrati overhead as an in-kind con-

tribution at` approximately 15 perce of the program's budget.
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Contact is maintained among the agencies at several points

along the course leading to and following placement. The CMHC

staff are invited to attend any internal school meetings held

prior to development of the IEP when an emotionally disturbed

youth is being discussed. The school psychologist, social

worker, diagnostician, parent, teacher and CMHC staff person

.

meet to jointly determine placement and develop the IEP. The

CMHC will sometimes conduct further evaluations as well as

home visits prior to placement. Special education teachers

and the CMHC provide quarterly program evaluations to the

special education directors who also meet monthly with the

CMHC program staff.

Since becoming operational in April 1981, the Kent

County program has been successful in achieving collaboration

to provide previously non-existing services to students with

behavior disorders. Participants agree that the students now

served by-this program would be either in an institution or on

the streets if it were not for this project. Only three

students have not been able to remain in the program and were

subsequently placed in residential facilitiet. But the CMHC

Director maintains that .they now at least know that a least

restrictive environment was tried and that a residential

facility truly is the most appropriate placement;

Additionally, all participants agree this program is costing

far less than approximately one7half the cost of private

settings.

6



2. Woonsocket: Initial discussions between the CMHC in

Woonsocket and the five local school districts uncovered

agreement that the greatest need common to the two agencies

involved emotionally dist...IL-bed children in crisis situations

who may be awaiting placement and in need of short term inter-

vention. Together the two agencies developed STIT: the Short

Term Intensive Treatment Program to provide clinical services

to children who are not likely to go to the CMHC on their own,

often because their parents may perceive the problem only as

the "school's problem".

The program operates as follows. When a child who

has been labeled as having a-behavior disorder, at any age and

with any degree of severity, finds him/herself in a crisis

situation (e.g., severe acting out), the school calls the CMHC

and makes a referral to the STIT program. The CMHC must make

an appointment within 24 hours and must arrange to provide

four hours per week of counseling within 48 hours of the

referral. Thus the trigger of services is automatic. A cer-

tified mental health professional is assigned to the case, and

the local district pays for the staff time. A senior

clinician supervises the treatment and serves as a cage

manager. After two weeks, a meeting is held between the CWIC

clinicians and the local special education staff. CMHC staff

make recommendations for long term placement, which the school

staff then approve or modify and assume responsibility for

carrying out.

7



The STIT program has been successful in its attempt

to provide another service often missing in the continuum from,

short term emergency treatment to longer term placements. It

also has made good use of mental health professionals where

such specialized treatment is not always available in small

school diStricts.

3. Providence: The relationship between the Providence

CMHC and the Providence School District:has been a good one

for many years, as they have jointly planned for.staff

development and demonstration projects. When this RFP came

out_, they developed Project TEAM to provide intensive mental

health interventign to severely disturbed children in the

regular schools. The goal of this program is to maintain

children with behavior disorders in the community and in the

public schools. Agency staff concluded that joint planning

was needed for an intervention program to give severely dis-

turbed children and their families 10 hours of intensive

casework per week;

The Providence School District contracts with the CMHC

according to the amount of time they provide for the project.

New staff were hired at the CMHC for this project and someone

is on call at all times. Children attend special education

classes in their home school and in addition, because of the

severity of the behavior disorder, the CMHC provides them

and their families individual treatment sessions for a minimum

of 1Q hours per week. These children may otherWise have been

placed in residential facilities.

C
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A -coordinator at the CMHC and one in the special

education -division of the LEA meet. weekly. to discuss the

student's progress. In addition, teachers talk to the

therapists regularly and ar4MHE liaison person is in regular

contact with school staff regarding new.referrals;

Although there is no hIrd data yet to prove the cost-

effectiveness of the program, participants from both the CMHC

and the LEA agree that total costs are probably one-half to

one-third of the costs for'residential or private day treat-

ment facilities.

Officials in each of the three participating siteS-

expressed positive reactions to their joint projects. In each

site, administrators_believe that most of the children being

served in these new joint programs would otherwise remain on a

waiting lis't for residential placement. Instead, these

children are receiving intensive psychotherapy and other

mental health services in their home communities.

CONTACT PERSON

Di. Charles Harrington
Director
Special Education
Rhode Island Departmbnt of Education
Roger Williams Building
Room 200 A
22. Hayes Street
ProvidenCe, Rhode Island 02908.

(401) 277=3505
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STATE PROMOTION OF LOCAL JOINT FUNDING
FOR VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS

MASSACHUSETTS

SUMMARY

In 1980, the Massachusetts Department of Education made

forty awards to local districts to help them establish local

three-year joint programs to promote vocational services for

handicapped students at the secondary level. A competitive

bidding process was used to stimulate collaboration at the

local level for handicapped students with vocational needs;

One of the requirements for the award was that the local

program must use both special education funds. and Vocational

Education entitlement funds.

As a result of this seed money, local project's were

initiated, most of which continue to operate. One such

effective program, the Cape Cod Regional Technical-High

School, is described as an example of the effect of the state

seed money.

DEVELOPMENT AND PURPOSE OF SEED MONEY

In 1978, the Associate Commissioners. of the Division of

Special Ed4cation and the Director of the Division of

Occupational Education began discussions on the need for

expanded vocational services for handicapped students. They

attended a conference in Washington, D.C., designed to hip

state administrators collaborate to provide vocational

services. Following this, the officials decidedto use their
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special education and vocational education discretionary funds

as seed money to encourage collaborative efforts at the local

Because this seed money was discretionary funding, they

used a competitive bidding process to distribute it. The
_

Division of Special EduCation agreed to provide $6.2 million

0 from its discretionary P.J. 94-142 funds and the Division of

VncationaI Education put up $3.2 million from its P.L. 94-482

funds over a five-year period; Because each agency had to

maintain independent fiscal. accountability, these two sums

were not pooled physically.

An RFP mats issued jointly by the two divisions and sent

to all local education agencies through the six Regional

Education Centers. Local appIications,were to increase

vocational services for handicapped students and had to use,

Vodatlonal Education (110-A) funds. The regional centers

reviewed and ranked each application returned to them, and the

two state divisions made the final selection based

regional recommendations.

the

IMPLEMENTATION

In 1979-80, forty-one local projects were funded at a

total cost to the two divisions of $3.2 Individual

projects ranged from $8,000 to $150,000. In 1980-81, the same

forty-one projects were refunded, plus five new ones added for

a total cost of $3.0 million. 1981-82 was the 1.st year of

the funding cycle and totaled $2.9 million for 40 projects.



Because funds from the two divisions each carry, different

requirements, the awards were made in two separate amounts.

For example, local districts can use the Vocational Education

funds to purchase equipment, a use they cannot make-of special

education funds, according to state law.

At the same time the grant awards were made, the Division

of Special Education and the Division of Vocational Education

also used their discretionary monies to develop an in-service

training program for vocational services to handicapped

students and Co develop vocational assessment instruments.
. .

The Division of Vocational Education paid for in- service
vp,

training during the first year, and the Division of Special

Education funded the second year. In all, some 4,000 in-

service days were provided to 3,500 local school personnel

through the state.

EFFECTS

An interim evaluation conducted by the Division of

Special Education in 1981 found the following breakdown of the

46 on -going local projects:

4 Thirty projects planned to continue their operation by
replacing the state funds with local funds;

Seven projects were still receiving state seed money;
and

41 Nine projects were terminated because of their inabi-
lity to substitute local funds as Proposition 2 1/2
decreased the amount of property taxes for education
that -could be levied.
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One of the successful programs that was developed in

response to the PFP process, and is still in operation today

usi ng local funds; is the Cape Cod Regional Technical High

School. Local special education and vocational education
;

administrators responded to the RFP with a comprehensive plan

designed to fulfill the following objectives on a collabora-

tive basis:

To initiate long-range planning for handicapper, youth
which includes academic, vocational and post high-
school objectives;

. To provide as many vocational options as possible to
special needs students within a flexible environment
Which permits smooth transition between regular and
special settings and which permits students to parti-
cipate in regular settings as much as possible;

_ _To actively seek liaison with outside non-education
agencies to coordinate work with hand.icapped
adolescents.

The Cape Cod Regional Technical High School is part of

Massachusetts' regional vocational educational network; Since

receiving the state seed money, staff from the school have

worked cooperatively with the Superintendents and Special

Education Directors in the seven districts covered by the

school to extend a full range of pre-vocational, vocational

assessment, and vocational education programs for handicapped
a

chiadren (known as children with special needs in

Massachusetts.) Nearly 25 percent of the students in Cape

Cod Technical's regular vocational program have been

identified as Special Needs students under MassachusettS

State law, Chapter 766. Any handicapped child is a candidate



for the program, but primary focus is on students in the

eighth grade or above. One official describes the target

populaton as "kids who would otherwise sit in a resource

room and collect a diploma but with no saleable skills."

In addition, the school and its Regional Advisory

Committee have developed two programs which have been designed

to extend vocational education programs to the more severly

handicapped school-age and adult population: "The Workplace"

is an extended day program that provides concentrated skills

training in specific occupational clusters; placement and

supervision in job training slots; and job placement. The

second special program, the Assessment Center, works with

local regular and special education staff to perform

comprehensive vocational assessments for all students

identified as special needs or where there is some evidence of

handicap. These assessments, normally performed before

students enter the eighth grade, are used (1) to identify

appropriate vocational education programs for handicappe.d

students as the basis for comprehensive long-range planning,

and (2) to help education and other related services

professionals adapt their services to capitalize on the

handicapped students' identified strengths.

Prior to the opening of Cape Cod Technical High School,

and the joint program developed in response to the state RFP,

there was no vocational educational program available to

handicapped students ufi the eastern end of the Cape. With

limited employment opportunities available in the area,

5
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handicapped students were at a particular dis age; The

small, rural school districts had limited staff and financial

resources to develop special programs. The availability of

funds through the State RFP were used by Tech staff, t only

to extend their capacity to serve more severely handicapped

students, but also to buil.d a collaborative approach to

serving this population; A primary result of Tech's compre-

hensive approach to the special needs population on the Ca,pe

has been the development of strong collaboration among all

local agencies serving the handicapped in the area; including

the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission, the Department of

Mental Health, the Department of Youth Services, and probation

departments.

Without the seed money from the SEA, local officials

maintain that they would not have been able to afford the

initiation of this specia). program. As of September 1982, the

three-year state grant of approximately $95,000 each year had

-ended. Since -that -timei these -funds- have- -be-en irked 'v b

public and private tuition monies and the local private

industry council.

CO_NTACTPERSON

Pat Ferris
Program Development Specialist
Department of Education
Divis4on of Special Education
1385 Hancock Street
Quincy;, Massachusetts 02169

(617) 770-7440
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CONTACT PERSON

Marsha Hekking
Cape Cod Regional Technical
High School

Pleasant Lake Avenue
RD #4"
Harwich, Massachusetts 02645

(617) 432-4500
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STATE LEGISLATION

CALIFORNIA

SUMMARY

The California legislature passed two bills in 1980 and

one in 1982 which were designed to provide a single plan for

all relevant state agencies to facilitate effective use of

fiscal resources across agencies and to maximize the use of

federal and state monies available for handicapped children.

The Joint Funding for Education of Handicapped Children

Act of 1980 required eight state agencies to develop a plan

that would identify legislative obstacles to effective inter-'

agency collaboration and pKopose waivers that would facilitate

cross-agency use of fiscal resources. The Education and

Services for Handicapped Children Act, also passed in 1980,

required that interagency agreements be developed which would

assign fiscal responsibilities among various agencies.

Enforcement antlicmi:tywas Aret=e=d- _i_Li-ia__Ivigher level_ of

government, the Department of Finance.

DEVELOPMENT AND PURPOSE OF LEGISLATION

During the 1980 California legislative session, two major

bills were passed expressly for the purpose of achieving.

interagency collaboration for handicapped children; A third

bill reiterating the deecl_for interagency collaboration became

effective in 1983. The legislature sought to improve cross-

agency service continuity and avoid overlaps and conflicts in.

1
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service jurisdiction. The legislature recognized that, under

existing California law, no program yet had existed that

either coordinated the-various federal and state monies

available for handicapped children nor maximized the use of

these funds;

Because California had been cited by the federal

government as out of compliance with P.L. 94 -142, both

original bills focused on the financial responsibilities of

various state agencies. These compliance problems resulted

from funding problems associated with the use of California

Children's Services (CCS). Although CCS originally agreed to

provide both occupational-and physical therapy to handicapped

children when these are medically necessary, it was unclear

whether both should be classified as either medical services

or education and related services when they were not medically

necessary but specified in an IEP. Consequently, because

their financial responsibilities were unclear, neither the

education agencies nor th.e_CCS was willing. to pay fnr these...

non-medical services. Wanti ng to assure their continued

receipt of federal funding a necessity to incrementally

implement their Master Plan for Speci al Education which was

then falling behind schedule -- the legislature recognized

that this lack of cooperation among state agencies was

jeopardizing the receipt of federal funds. In fact, in 1938

the CCS's situation jeopardized $72million in federal funds.

In addition, potential problems with children in state

hospitals and those registered with the Regional Centers for

2
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the developmentally disabled were thought to further

jeopardize receipt of any federal funds. The legislature

therefore intended to resolve interagency matters as

expeditiouSly as possible and>chose legislation as thd meahs.

to do so.

As well as dealing with financing problems, the

legislature sought to create a single line of responsibility,

as required in PL. 94-142, the absence of which, prior to

1981, had led to non-compliance problems. The State

Department of Education had been charged with prescribing

health services when it told the California Children's

Services (CCS) Program what services a child needed. At the

same time; CCS was charged with failing to provide or pay for

services they previously had both provided and paid for

because of the SEA's single state agency responsibility.

During this same period, the California Joint Legislative

'Audit Committe issued a 1980 report that concluded that this

state's interagency agreements_ mere .rarely _specifying

costs and failing to ensure that the most favorable sources of

federal financing were secured. For example, the Audit

Committee found that education agencies could, but did not,

use other sources of funds, like Medicaid,vto provide services

to handicapped children. Moreover, agreements then in place

were not binding and were unenforceable by the SEA, despite

its supervisory responsibilities under P.L. 94-142. This

Committee identified two problems needing correction: (1) the

SEA's limited state statutory authority for implementing its
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su ervisory responsibilities under P.L. 94-142, and (2) the

absence of a statutorily prescribed mechanism for resolving

interagency disputes over providing and financing handicapped

students' services.

The legislature used this report to develop their bills.

Although the SEA supported this legislation and helped in its

drafting, the SEA did not, sponsor the two bills. They are

described, in turn, below.

,l. The Joint Funding_ for Education of Handicap2ed

Children Act of 1980. This bill, (formerly AB 2394), was

passed on February 20, 1980, by the California Assembly and

incorporated into the Education Code (Chapter 9, Sections

56875-85). The Act requires that all agencies develop one

plan to both identify' legislative obstacles to effective

interagency collaboration and propose waivers that would

facilitate cross-agency use of fiscal resources.

The following state departments and councils/ were

required to submit a joint plan to the legislature:

Department of Education
Department of Health Services
Department of Mental Health
Department of Rehabilitation
Department of Social Services
liVepartment of Youth Authority
Employment Development Department
State Council on Developmental Disabilities
Department of Developmental Services

s!

The consolidated plant is to list federal and state

laws and regulations for which waivers gourd be granted that

would maximize LEAs' use of federal funds without decreasing



the funds available to otheragencies. The Department of

Education was then mandated to both establish procedures for

obtaining these federal funds and apply for the necessary

federal waivers; Potential federal funding sources identified

in the law include Part B, Education of the Handicapped Act,

Medicaid; EPSDT; Developmental Disabilities Sci-vices; Title

XX, Crippled Children's Services, Vocational Education,

Maternal and Child Health Services and SSI. Each state agency

would likewise grant its, own waivers of state law as

necessary:

According to this plan the Department of Education

is to issue guidelines to LEAs that identify sources of funds

av liable under federal and state programs for which LEAs are

eligible. The guidelines will also list all statutes and

ulations under the jurisdictions of the above departments'

that are applicable to programs for handicapped children.

LEAs would then be in a better position to both maximize their

use of federal funds and coordinate services from multiple

state agencies. In this same plan, the Departmen't of Finance

is given the authority to ascertain the amount of funds, if

any, that should be transferred between state agehcies in

order to achieve the purposes of the Act. Any savings that

may accrue due to maximized use of federal funds will be used

to meet the full mandate of P.L. 94-142;

The law also provides for several review stages. The

Department of Finance, viewed as a neutral agency without any

vested interest in any one department, will evaluate the above
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funding procedures. The Joint Legislative Budget Committee

will then review the evaluation. The. Office of P ,.anning and

Research, an umbrella unit within the Governor's Office, will

establish procedures for the development and review of the

Oan.

2. The Education and Servicez_for Handicapped Children

Act (SB 1616). This second bill was passed a majority vote

in the California Senate on February 28, 1980, and

incorporated into Part 30 of the Education Code. as Chapter

4.7, Sections 56475-76 and as Chapter 24 of the California

Government Code.
;

This act requires that Written interagency

agreements assign fiscal respoheibilities for providing

special education and related services. Most importantly; the

ace provides for a review process at a higher level of state

.government than the SEA when any agency falls to meet its

financial obligations to handicapped children. The act also

specifies that the Superintendent of Public Instruction and

the directors of the following departments develop written

agreements that specify fiscal responsibilities:

Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Employment

of Health Services
of Mental Health
of Developmental Services
of Social Services
of Rehabilitation
of Youth Authority
Development Department

If any of these agencies fail to pr Videa service that is

specified in a childics IEP or when fied ral or state statute or
4r

,
interagency agreements require the agency to provide this
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service, the secretary of the agency involved is to receive a

report within 15 days after the determination that the problem

actually exists._ If theservices are not provided within 60

days, the Director of Finance may take appropriate action,

including terminating or reducing:state fUndS. In addition,

the law stipulates that any,agenCy providing services to

handicapped children must obtain prior approval from the

Department f'Finance before reducing or eliminating such

services.

In another section of the act, state agencies must

report disapproved federal funds that result from deficien-

cies, as well as plans for correcting these deficienci08.

When any state agency receives a disapproval for a request for

federal funds, the state agency must notify, within 15 days of

receipt, the Department of Finance, the Office of Planning and

Research within the Governor's office, and the- Joint

Legislative Budget committee. This notification must:

_identify the federal program and the federal admthistering

agency for which the application was nJt approved/; estimate

the amount of funds affected; give*reasont for thh disappro-
.

val; and describe actions by other state or local agencies

which may have affected the disapproval. The- Joint Budget

Committee then distributes this information to each of the

appropriate legislative policy and fiscal Committees within 10

days of its receipt of notification. Within 30.days, the

state agency must "Submit a plan for "fostering expeditious

receipt of the affected federal funds and for resolving any



disagreement or lack or coordination. among state or local

agencies whCh has interferred with federal agency approval."

IMPLEMENTATION OF LEGISLATION

Neither of these two bills- has been operationalized to

date. The Executive Secretary and Chief of Staff of the

Governor's office convened a steering committee in the summer

of 1981 to begin implementing AB 2394. The committee included

representatives from the SEA, the Health and Welfare Agency,

and the Office of Planning and Research, and other state

organizations. However, since the Executive Committee central

to the operation of AB 2394 had never been established, the

steering committee made little progress.

As of the summer of 1983, the SEA is waiting for a

directive from the Office of Program and Evaluation within the

Governor's Office to constitute the Executive Committee.

Because a new governor was elected in 1982 and because a

Director of the Office of Program and Evaluation has not been

appointed, these pieces of legislation have not been

implemented. The SEA is waiting for the Office of Program and

Evaluation to send out a letter appointing the existing state

interagency task team to act as an advisory committee to the

overall Executive ComMittee noted in AB 2394.

The second bill, SB 1616, has never been tested because

there has only been one complaint filed and that was resolved

before reaching the Department of Finance stage. A second

complaint is also currently being resolved at the SEA level.



Both involved 4isputes over related services provided by

California Children's Services vs. those provided by education

agencies.

EFFECTS OF LEGISLATION

Because the legislation has yet to be implemented, it is

too early to determine its effects. Several people have

speculated about these effects, however. Some contend that

the impact will.be negligible because the legislature cannot

force cooperation through such legislative tactics. Some,also

believe that the legisIation'is naive in its scope, and does

not take into account the enormous complexities involved in

implementation. Others disagree, believing that because of

these two pieces of legislation, agencies have begun to

negotiate with each other. SEA officials note that, if

nothing else, the threat of the legislation makes other

agencies more aware of the need for financial collaboration.

CONTACT PERSON

Dr, Louis Barber
Director
Special Education
Department of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Room 614
Sacramento, California 95814

(916) 4454036
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THE STATE COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON SERVICES
TO HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

MARYLAND

SUMMARY

The Maryland legislature and Governor established a state

committee to coordinate service delivery and financing for

handicapped children placed in residential settings. Like

other interagency committees, Maryland's State Coordinating

Committee on Services to Handicapped Children was created to

address issues of interagency financing and service delivery,

and is the major force in a sustained attempt to develop

interagency collaboration state-wide. In the short term, the

Committee has effectively clarified cross-agency responsibi-

lities and established policies that govern out-of-district

placements; In the long term, the Committee has developed

framework that addresses issues dealing with interagency

financing of services to handicapped children. Although this

new framework has yet to be implemented, plans currently being

readied are among the most innovative encountered. For this

reason, this review details both this framework and Maryland's

interagency approach.

DEVELOPMENT AND PURPOSE OF THE COMMITTEE

;The origins of Maryland's efforts at interagency

coordination began in 1974-1975, when the Governor and the

Maryland General Assembly recognized that handicapped children

oftenjlave multiple service needs which cannot always be met
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by any,one agency.

costs 6f non-public r sidential.placements and concerned with

serving children in out-of-state programs. In part, the

legislature's conc rn resulted from their anticipation of

having to implement P.L. 94-142, as well as their attempts to

carry out Maryla nd"' 1973 state special education mandate.

They became both alarmed at the rising

,Responding to the legislature's concerns, the Governor

appointed Ric and Schifter, then President of the Maryland

State Board of Education, to heed the Commission on Funding

the Eduction of Handicapped Children that was to develop

recomm ndations. The Commission's initial report resulted in

the General Assembly's 1976 enactment of Chapter 240 of the

Acts of the ,General Assembly of Maryland, which established a

six-year funding formula mandating minimum amounts to be pro-

vided by the state and counties; Subsequently, the Commission

turned its attention to the provision of special education and

related services to those children served in residential

facilities, private schools, and other state agency facili=

ties. The Commission recognized that the state had not yet

addressed either the needs of these children nor the necessity

to develop a uniform approach to cross-agency service

delivery.

In its 1977 second report to the Governor, the

Commissioner recommended ways to improve the coordination of

services to handicapped students. One of its recommendations,

subsequently acted upon, was the creation of a State

Coordinating Committee (SCC.) made up of members from the

2
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Departments of Health and Mental Hygiene, Education, and Human

Resources. The Commission believed that state-level coordina-

tion of departmental activities was a necessary prerequisite

to improve local-level service linkages. The SCC subsequently

has remained committed to interagency collaboration, believing

that each department offers much needed expertise in different

areas. The SCC also has recognized that children's needs cut

across departments, which are only units organized by a

bureaucracy to handle administrative functions.

Following the Schifter Commission's recommendations,

Acting Governor Blair Lee issued a June 1978 Executive Order

(01.01.1979.17) that established the State Coordinating

Committee. The Committee was made up c one representative

from the State Deaprtment of Budget and Pi.scal Planning, two

from the Governor's Office, and three each from the SEA, the

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, and the Department of

Human Resources. Because the Assistant Secre-taries and the

Assistant Superintendent sit on the State Coordinating

Committee, high level policy decisions can be made.

IMPLEMENTATION

One of the first major committee activities involved

joint planning among member agencies. Although this task

appears very basic and would seem relatively simple, it rarely

occurs among state agencies, unless prompted by a higher

agency stvzh as the Governor's office. One example of such -a

joint planning activity was a study that member agencies con-
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ducted of handicapped children's out-of-state placements. The

committee reviewed the out-of-state placement policies of the

Departments of Health and Mental Hygiene, Education and Human

Resources, departments with authority to place children in

out -of -state private facilities.

As part of this study, Governor Hughes asked the

Committee to investigate the feasibility of establishing a new

state residential facility for children who had been placed

out-of-state. A team of people, who combined substantive pro-

gram knowledge with physical plant expertise, visited vacant

buil ings in Maryland to assess the feasibility of renova-

tion .
1

After numerous such visits and several meetings, the

team recommended that'attention should be turned to ways to

prevent new out-of-state placements instead of returning

children who already had been placed out-of-state. This

decision, later adopted by the fUll committee, evolved from

careful study of both economic issues and abelief that any

new residential facility may violate the least restrictive

environment principle.

The areat in which the Committee has conducted joint'

planning activities include: (1)'interagency service delivery

and; (2) financing arrangements for handicapped children

'This team was made up of the Director of Special
Education, the Assistant Commissioners of the Departments of
Hur i.Resources and Health and Mental Hygiene, representa-
tives of the Department of Juvenile Services, two architects
from the Department of State Planning and the General
Services Administration and one budget officer.
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placed in residential facilities. These two areas are

described below:

1. Interagency ServIce Delivery: In order to opera-

tionalize the coordination of field services, the Schifter

Commission had recommended that a centralized staff, rather

than three different staffs-from three different departments,

provide back up, supervision, and leadership. The Commission

further recommended that the SEA assume this responsibility.

The SCC's first job was to inform the Governor as to the

feasibility of a centralized staff under the SEA, as well as

to develop its own recommendations about providing in-state

servicesto childreg who had been placed out-of-state.

In its first report to the Governor, dated DeceMber

6, 1979, the State Coordinating Committee urged the-implemen-

taiion of most of the Commission's recommend.attons: the

Committee developed a placement process for residential

facilities that went beyond the already existing procedures

carried out by the local Admission, Review and Dismissal (ARD)

CoMMittees. Maryland had instituted these ARD Committees in

the mid-1970's to oversee the plaCeMent of all handicapped

children. They are comprised of LEA representativet, usually

special education personnel and school psychologists, as well

as representatives from county social services and community

Mental health agencies. By encouraging interagency decision-

making, the members of these local committees hope to eng.ire

that eligible children will be placed in appropriate settings.
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The SCC sought to strengthen the local ARD commit-_

tees' ability to coordinate services for children who were to
4

be'placed in residential facilities because local ARD

procedures had been written only into the SEA regulations.

Because the Departments of Health and Mental Hygiene (DTIMH)

and Human Resources (DHR) had no such mandate, and because

DHMH and DHR often are involved in these placements, the SCC

wanted to ensure joint, rather than unilateral, decision-

making.,

The SCC therefore recommended the following:

The ARD will automatically refer any child
recommended for residential-placement to a new
local committee, the Local Coordinating Committee
(LCC). This committee will include -the directors
of the special education division of the LEA, the
county Department of Hearth and Mental Hygiene, and
the County Department of Human Resources. The LCC
reviews residential placement recommendations to
ensure both that all three local agencies share in
the decision and 7hat, preceeding this recommenda-
tion, the appropriate local resources have been
exhausted.

If the LCC finds that both steps have been taken,
recommendations are then forwarded to the state
agency of record, the agency that was the child's
original point of entry. However, the agency of
record status can be changed if it becomes, clear
that anOther agency should have jurisdiction over
the case.

Upon receiving the LCC's recommendation, the agency
of record will continue to ensure that atI local
options have been tested, and may request that the
LCC explore previously overlooked local placement
possibilities. The agency of record then
recommends residential placement to the State
Coordinating Committee, if and when it is satisfied
that this placement is appropriate.

The SCC als'o ensures that all prior'steps have been
documented adequately; If it is in agreement with
the recommendation, it then authorizes the

6
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residential placement, thereby automatically
triggering the flow of funds from a common funding
pool (described below).

a The SCC also ensures that the LCCs maintain an
Aftercare Pro'gram which would heJ.p reintegrate
children into their home school district after they
have been released from an institution".

At one time, the SCC also considered recommending the

creation of an Interagency Appeals Board with jurisdiction

over all appeals of LCC decisions regarding a child's need for

multi-agency residential services. However, the Committee now

feels a, single appeals process may violate some due process

protections, and thus is exploring separate appeal procedures

for each agency.

2. Interagency Financial Responsibilities: Along with

its other recommendations, the SCC reviewed solutions to

policy problems involving financing out-of-district residen-

tial placements, an area associated with major funding

inequities. For instance, if a child was placed in a private'

facility, the LEA was responsible for funding costs up to a

level equal to three times the amount of educating a

non-handicapped child in that district, with the. SEA assuming

the remainder'of the costs. However, if a child was placed in

either a state institution Or a program flinded by the

Departments of Health and Mental Hygiene or Human Resources,

the state would pay 100% of the. educational costs. The SCC

initially was concerned that these funding provisions

encouraged LEAs to place children in either state institutions

or other state=funded programs, rather than in private

7
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facilities, since LEAs would not have to pay. However, this

appears not to have occurred. Instead, the number of children

placed in state-operated programs actually has declined over

the past few years, while private school placements have

The Committee also recognized that the funding

responsibilities of the three state agencies with primary

responsibility for handicapped children needed clarification.

To this end, the SCC suggested that a common funding pool be

established' to take care of all non-public residential

placements within or outside of the state. The SCC hoped that

this recommendation would eliminate any inter-departmental
_

disagreements about out-of-state placement funding. This

common pool also was viewed as the best way to both end the

continuing debate about each agency's financial

responsibilities and provide the needed funds to purchase

baSic care, social and eductional sbrvices, and health care.

A uniform rate and fee structure also was to be created at the

state level for the purchase of non-public residential care.

While the funding Pool has not yet been established,

its design -- even in the conceptual stages -- iS instructive.

Initially, the funding pool is to be ettablithed usingleach

agency's existing State Appropriation Accounts, from which a

portion would be transferred each quarter to one or more

Source Drawing AcCounts. Eventually, an indepOndent appro-

priation account may be created for the pool. Thit -account
1

would draw down state monies directlx, AS opposed to passing

8
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through state age.ncy accounts. Use of existing appropriation

accounts is thought to be a more politically aoceptable means

of starting this pool. The funding pool will allow each

department to plan ahead for five years'since it will have

committed a fixed level of resources for purposes of financing

out-of-state placements. With this information, each agency

will be in a more, secure financial position because no one

agency will incur large unexpected costs. The Committee

intends to have a neutral state agency, possibly headed by the

State Comptroller, administer the funding pool. This state

agency will act as a "service bureau" for the program agen-

cies, while the Committee retains authority for programmatic

decisions.

steps:

Budgeting for the funding pool would involve three

Firit, the number of expected out-of-state place-
ments and their costs would be estimated.

Second, an equitable cost allocation algorithm
would be developed to distribute total costs
among the three agencies. At the beginning of
each fiscal year, a fixed amount of funds from
each department would be earmarked according to a
formula for private residential placements.
E ither the Department of Budget and Fiscal
Planning or the state comptroller would identify
an amount of money available to each department
yearly for out-of-state placements. Any restric-
tions on the use of agency funds, such as when DHR
d isallows' any appropriations for medical care,
would be accounted for in the algorithm.

Third, funds would be transferred to the Source
Drawing Accounts and would be used as follows. If
DHR contributed, for example, 30% of the podded
funds, DHMH 20%, and education 50%, Elands for a
given placement would be drawn according to those
percentages. Thus, if a placement was made

9
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costing $30,000, 30% would come from DHR funds in
the pool, 20% from DHMH fund, and 50% from SEA
fundS. In this way, all funds would be depleted
simultaneously, thereby avoiding much interagency
controversy and minimizing the likelihood of
financial concerns shaping policies. To the
extent contributions exceed expenditures at year-

.

end, each of the three departments would receive
proportional repayments:

While the Committee was creating this funding pool,

the Joint Task Force for Negotiated Rates for Purchase of

Children's Residential Services recommended that Maryland

change its maximum.allowabIe.rate structure to a prospective

cost reimbursement system. The task force also recommended

that an independent Rate Setting Board be establiShed, a

recommendaticn the SCC hopes to implement shortl,y. The

Committee is also- ,exploring options for establishing a uniform

fee setting and collection policy.

As its first step in implementing the service

delivery and financial plan/idescribed above, the SCC commis-

sioned a feasibility, study froth the Education Turnkey Systems

to investigate implementationrcosts and the necessary legisla-

tive and regulatory changes. .T1his study issued recommenda-

tions about the structures and jurisdictions of the SCC and

the LCCs and unveiled both detailed plans for local-level case

2management functions aS well as funding pool specifications.

Implementation was. to begin by means of FY 1982 budget

2Education
1

Turnkey-Systems, "Program Policy and Financial
Analysis for Improved'Services to Handicapped Children,"
September, 1981.
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amendments. However, these plans were postponed in

anticipation of sharp reductions in state-agency funds. At

present, the SCC awaits an executive Order from the Governor

begin operating the new system.

As noted by the SCC, additional causes for delay can

be. attributed to reluctance on the part of some agency staff

to deal with the degree of change required to implement these

plans. As the Director-of Special Education noted, "It will

not be business as usual." However, the SCC has been able to

minimize reluctance by both assuring agency staff that they

will have sufficient lead time to implement these plans and by

focusing principally on residential placements. In the

future, the SCC hopes to expand its interagency planning and
0
programming to other areas, but now is maintaining its

initial focus on out-of-state placements so as to develop

credibility before broadening its scope.

EFFECTS OF THE COMMITTEE'S WORK

Because the above plans have not yet been opera-

tionalized, it is impossible to measure the SCC's effective-
,

ness. It is possible, however, to comment on the apparent

advantages of Maryland's approach. Overall, Maryland's

4ttempt to promote ipteragency cooperation is unique because

Of the series of increasingly sophisticated recommendations

Oley have develorMd on interagency financing and service

delivery. From the start, the goal of these recommendations

was to unify control over eXpenditures to benefit handicapped



children and their families and enhance fiscal control among

state agencies. These recommendations have the support of the

State legislature, the Governor's Office, and the Secretaries

of the three major human service departments:

The importance of the support from general purpose state

government officials in Maryland's interagency effort must be

emphasized. Services for handicapped children have commanded

attention from authorities above the agency level, as

evidenced by theiGovernor's initial appointment of the

Schifter Commission, and various activities undertaken by both

the Governor's Office and the Office of the Budget. These

high level activities have been instrumental in both assuring

that, over a six year period, attention has been focused on

interagency issues and giving the SCC authority it would

otherwise not have.

The innovative nature of the most recent Marylald

proposals is noteworthy. The SCC ensures that the relevant

state agencies collectively work out residential placements.

Their proposals go beyond coordination to integration of

financing and function. Fiscally, the implementation of these

plans will allow the three agencies to exert greater control

over their own budgets.

Although these plans have yet to be implemented, they

remain goals for which both the SEA and allied human service

agencies aim. To our knowledge, assuring collective financial

responsibility among agencies has not been at'tempted

elsewhere, and represents a significant new di fiction in the

coming years for special education Financing.
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CONTACT PERSON

Richard J. Steinke
Director
Division of Special Education
Maryland State Department of Education
200 Wegt Baltimore Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

(301) 659-2490
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

COLORADO

SUMMARY

The Colorado Department of Education entered into an

agreement with the Department of Social Services to establish

joint placement, funding, and monitoring procedures for

children placed in residential, fac:ilities. These facilities

include public and private foster care, group care homes, and

residential child care facilities. The two departments agreed

to: (1) jointly develop IEP's and secure appropriate place-

ments for handicapped children who May need outside-the-home

care; (2) jointly assess and evaluate placements and report to

the court on. the need for placement and to ensure that the

placement is in the least restrictive environment; and (3)

jointly finance such placements as follows: the LEA pays for

all special education and related services identified &n the

IEP, while the local Department of Social Services pays for

all care and maintenance costs associated with the placem'ent,

regardless of which agency has referred the child. The

agreement further stipulates that the county department of

social services must notify the LEA within 30 days prior to

any placement change.

The agreement has been particularly effective because it

was developed with the active participation of local agencies.

The SEA and State Department of Social Services invited all

local directors of special education and county social service

1
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directors to participate in a meeting to draft the agreement.

This developmental procedure was pursued because state

officials belive that the active participation of local

officials is the only way to avoid resistance in a state with

strong local autonomy.

DEVELOPMENT AND PURPOSE OF THIS AGREEMENT

Colorado licenses all out-of-home residential facilities

(including foster care and group care homes; private residen-

tial schools, and institutions) as Residential Child Care

Fatilitieg (RCCF'S). The Department of Social Services is

responsible for these facilities' programs and traditionally

has paid for costs incurred there by delinquent, mentally

retarded, and developmentally disabled children, as well as by

children in toster care. Recognizing its responsibility for

the education of these children under its own state law, as

well as P.L. 94-142, the State Department of Education

developed an interagency agreement with the Department of

Social Services that set parameters for joint placement

decisions, funding, and monitoring of RCCF programs.

Traditionally, the Department of Education is responsible

for assuring a free appropriate public education to all

children, and supervising all educational programs maintained

and operated by other state agencies. The Department of

Social Services safeguards the rights of dependent children

and provides necessary cut-of-home placements. Rather than

continuing to separately perform these functions, the two
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departments agreed to: (1) jointly develop IEP's and secure

appropriate placements for handicapped children who may need

outside-the-home care; (2) jointly assess and evaluate place-
,

ments and report to the court on the need for placement and to

*ensure that the placement is in the least restrictive environ-

ment; and (3) jointly finance such placements as follows: the

LEA pays for all special education and related services

identified in the IEP, while the local Department of Social

Services pays for all care and maintenance costs associated

with the placement, regardless of which agency has referred

the child. The agreement further stipulates that the county

department of social services must notify the LEA within 30

days prior to any placement change.

Development of the agreement was both laborious and

lengthy. After state level efforts failed, representatives

from the two agencies agreed that the only way to achieve true

collaboration was to involve local directors. State officials

believed that the only way to avoid operational resistance,

especially in a state with strong local autonomy, is to ensure

that, from the beginning, all relevant actors, including local

officials, participate. If they are excluded, real change is

likely to occur slowly, if at ail.

Consequently, in 1980, the Department of Education

convened a two and one-half day workshop in Denver that

brought together each of the 63 county social service

directors, RCCF directors, and the 50 local special education

directors. The purpose of the meeting was to generate a list

3
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of issues that local directors identified as the most critical

factors to both promote effective collaboration and identify

the two departments' roles;

Participants were asked; for example; to list the five

most pressing problems they encountered when dealing with the

Other agency about placement; monitoring; providing

continuum of services, and funding. During this meeting;

conferees expressed concern that placements often were based

on availability and convenience rather than on children's

needs. Participants also noted that a local survey of

available services also would be extremely helpful.
A

One result of the meeting was the recognition that social

;.-services and
r

special education directors shared several common

concerns. For example, both believed that local settings are

preferable for children. They also found that thd individual

care plans each developed were quite similar; That the

department shared common concerns helped provide impetus for

participants to collaborate. Most believed that adequate

access to services can be achieved only by crossing agency

lines -- a task that requires recognizing areas of common

concerns and improving interagency communication. Yet; this

belief conflicted with reality: Conference participants

generally agreed that service delivery fragmentation was

rampant and the need for some community interagency process

directed toward placement decisions was essential.

At the close of the workshop, a steering committee was

appointed to draft the agreement. This committee, c,mposed of



ore county social services director and one local special

education director for each of the five' issue areas identified

during the workshop, met eight times between September 1980

and June 1981 andjdrafted an agreement, circulated it to all

local directors, and revised the draft:according to comments.

On June 17, 1981, both the Commissioner of Education and the

Executive Director of Social Services signed the agreement and

forwarded it to their respective local direCtors; This act

completed the first phase, that of policy development:

implementation, perhaps a more difficult phase, could proceed..

IMPLEMENTATION

_

After distributing copies of the agreement to each local

social service and special education director, the State

Departments of Education and Social Services each met with

their respective local affiliates to further explain its con-

tent; The agreement was meant to be a framework for response;

the More detailed implementation questions remained to be

resolved. The Department of Education compiled a list of more

specific questions generated by local social services and

special education directors concerning procedural matters;

These questions ranged from the most theoretical, "Who is

Social Services and what do they.do?" to the most detailed, as

illustrated in the following questions:
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_What are the appropriate procedures for multi-
'district counties?

Can Social Services give permission for assess-
ments?

What hagpens when court orders conflict with an
IEP?

Who pays for staffing meetings?

Does the district of jurisdiction (i.e., hoarse
school) have a voice, in continuing placement in an
RCCF for children already so placed?

Does Social Services pay if a child is being roved
to an RCCF solely for education reasons?

How.are records transferred between agencies?

The Department of Education prepared responses these

and other questions for which they called a two day meeting of

all local special education and social service directors in

Denver in November, 1981. The Department of Social Services

paid for this meeting, the Department of Education having paid

for the first. Panels of state social service and education

Staff answered these questions, elicited .further questions,

d asked participants whether they preferred a rate structure

by type of facility, severity of the handicapping condition or

services identified in the IEP. A manual of guidelines then

was prepared;

In addition to working out the two agencies' roles, one

of the primary objectives of both meetings was to facilitate

personal contact among local directors. The state Department

of Education believed that informal cooperation is a

significant component of*any effective collaboration among

agencies. Because these officials had -never met each other,
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these meetings provided a forum within which both agencies

could discuss problems. They'also allowed RCCF directors to

meet their referral sources in-person; One of this meeting's

long-term goals was to enable those local officials to pick

the phone and'talk to each other whenever a problem arose.

EFFECTS OF THE AGREEMENT

The effects of Colorado's agreement has been favorable in

localitieg. State officials are al 7, impressed with the

degree of collaboration achieved at t.. state level. Several

'details still need to be worked out however. For example;

Colorado's interagency agreement recognizes, but has not yet

been able to resolve, the problem that results from fees beihg

charged for social, but not educational; services; When a

child is placed outside the hOmei courts sometimes obligate

parents to pay certain fees. Yet, P.L. 94-_142 clearly forbids

charging for educational services. The local school district

responsible for educating a given child must assume any court

ordered fees for those educational services outlined in the

IEP. rwever, P.L. 94-142 is silert aboUt feeS fOr social

services. Thus parents may be charged for certain kihds of

social services as well as for voluhtary placements. This

discrepancy still concerns state level personnel who are

trying to resolve potehtial problems before they occur at the

local level..

Another area where further work is needed is the

development of st ndards. The two state agencies are just

.7
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beginning to develop joint standards fOr bUt=of-home place-

ments. Until they are establishedi both have agreed to accept

standards used by the Department Of Social Services. (See

also Volume 4: "Policies Which Address Out-of-District Place-

ments and Assure Education in the Least Restrictive

Envionment" for a di .:Lission of colprado-s 1.-gitlatitin to

reduce residential placements.)

CONTACT PERSON.

Brian McNulty
Special Education Services
Unit

Colorado Department of
Education

201 E Colfax
Denver; Colorado 80203

(303) 866-2728
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'CENTRALIZED INFORMATION REGISTRY

UTAH

SUMMARY

Utah, which has established an interagency committee made

up of representatives from the SEA and the Depa-rtments of

Social' Services and Health, has gone beyond its committee

structure with plans for an integrated information system

common to all agencies serving handicapped children.

Although still in its formative stages, the plan calls for a

computerized system'of information which-will include data

from and remain accessible by each of the participating

agencies. These plans are based on the conviction by

committee members that meaningful interagency collaboration

can only occur when a common information bt-;(! is available;

Committee members view such a system as a vehicle for "a

common language," which is a prerequisite to formal and

informal negotiations.

DEVELOPMENT AND PURPOSE OF THE REGISTRY

In combination with the Departments of Health and Social

Services, Utah currently is planning to develop and implement
/

.

a statewide computerized informaton registry on handicapped

'children and adults. This effort evolved'from the conviction

among state officials that effective interagency collaboration

can occur only when a common information base is.available.

Because Social Services, Health and Education each currently

stores data separately, multiple providers often serve the

1



same child without knowing they do so. Information is.either

not transferred, or transferred in a form that is of little

use to other agencies. To remedy this situation, plans are

underway tQ develop a single computerized registry from which

each agency's data can be accessed. This system will aggre-

gate data now maintained separately by the Departments of

Social> Services, Education, and Health. Other departments

will be added as the system becomes operational;

This registry is being designed to serve two functions;

First, aggregating cross-agendy information will allow offi-

cials to develop a more accurate and comprehensive statistical

portrait than currently is available of the.number of

relevant characteristics of these children and the

services each is receiving. SecOndly, each agency's staff

will access the registry wheneVer a client. is referred to them

to. determine the services the child is receiving; Local

Offices of the state agencies.willuse remote terminal access

to enter the system.

To overcome local agenci08', resistance to changing the

format by which they record information into one that is com-

mon to all agencies,-a computer program was developed that

automatically converts information from one system into a

comprehensive system that all participants can use. To over-
-

come confidentiality prbbIems, a system to regulate informe-

tion access ts being designed. The system as planned will

ensure that only 616Se with a legitimate need will have access

to confidential information. Parent and client rights to

control access wilLbe-protected.

r



Utah's efforts to establish a cross-agency information

base is viewed as an indispensable first step to allow the

collaboration between different State departments. In fact,

using a computer to convert existing information into a single

system represents a conceptually simple, but extremely signi-
.

;_ficant, solution to dr.e of the most formidable barriers to

interagency collaboration. By allow,ing thestate to u..tiz.

information across :programs, the registry could be esj

useful as federal funds becothe both more "flexible;" and
.

diminish. Because few, if any, states have multiple program

based data, state agencies know 'little about the degree of

-prbgram overlap or the prioritie-, that should be used to

allocate scarce service resources.

Plannin7 efforts to create this integrated registry have

been funded by three distinct federal grants. The directors

of each of the3e grants maintain close communication and are

members of each other's boa-rdS. The Directors of the

Departments of. Education, Health,. and Social Services are
.

suppportive of these three projects and share the goal of

developing the single statewide 'system described above.

BecauSe these Directors all have desighated the Department of

Health to be the central depository of information, they have

written a provision'into their Health\ Statistics Act that

allows the Department to collect from all agencies information

pertaining to the health.of citizens in the state.

Funding to develop this registry has Come primarily from

the federal government. In 1974, an original effort by the

3
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Developmental' Disabilities Council to create a centralized

information bank failed for two reasons: LEAs were reluctant

to assume the necessary paperwork duLies and problems of

confidentiality information could not be overcome. Since

1978, new efforts have been pursued which seek to overcome

these problems. At mentioned previously, these efforts have

be,,n financed; by three federal grants:

One grant is from the Bureau of Health services in the
Office of Maternal and Child Health, U.S Department of
Health and Human Services. This grant is Peing used to
develop a model of community information transfer among
pre schools, schools, and health agencies.

The second project, also funded by the Office of
Maternal and Child Health in the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, involves gathering data for
a computerized system that evaluates infant development
programs.

The third federal grant is supporting research _at Utah
State University that compiles information about Utah's
disabled population in ceder to study_the affects_of
the new functional definitions of dev lopmental
disabled persons.

The three department heads are now each planning to

contribute $25,000 to the project for the first year of

operation. However, several Utah officials commented on the

importance of the initial federal grants as an impetus for

cooperation; When agencies have to plan programs jointly in

order to be funded, interagency cooperation -- at leaSt in

the short run_-- is enhanced.

As Of the Slimmer of 1983, the project, still in its

developmental phasei is awaiting final approval from the three

agency heads; An opinion from the state Attorney General has

4



supported the plan, and the three agency directors are

expected to approve the final plan. Once this is achieved,

the system will be ready to become operational immediately, as

the computer is already programmed and ready to receive data.

EFFECTS OF REGISTRY

Although not yet operat' 7i; this registry is expected

) facilitate interagency cooperation; First; its very

existence will help the SEA carry out its mandate to assure a

free appropriate public education to all 1-,r0-_1,-)ped children

in Utah by increasing the information baSe that acencies can

use when providing services for :hese children; Secondly; the

registry will help local staff improve. their ser"Pice plans

since they will be aware of the other services a child is

receiving. This knowledge also will guide both LEAs and

other local agencies to improve the services they offer handi-

capped children; -Thirdly; state officials believe that thiS

system will result in substantial.taVingt bedaUS6 it will

reduce service duplicati.on. Measurement of these effects

Will; of botrse; have to occur after the system hay been

operational for a period of time.

CONTACT _PERSON

Frederick I. White,
erector
Evaluation, Planning and Research
Division of Family Health Services
Utah'Department of Health
44 Medical Drive
Selt Lake City, Utah 84113

(801) 533-4313
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APPENDIX L.

ABLE

FEDERALLY=FyNIANCED PROGRAMS SERVING HANDICAPPED CHILDREN



PROGRAM PROGRAM DESCRIPTION ENABLING LEGISLATION
ADMINISTERING

AGENCY
BENEFICIARY
ELIGIBILITY

APPROPRIATIONS
IS millions)

:ommunity
Mental 4ealth
Centers
IA program under
the Alcohol. Drug
"ruse and Mental

a)th BItiCk
Grant)

Provides comprehensive com-
munity based mental health
services to- prevent or minimize
institutionalization. Services
including impatient. outpatient,
and_emergenty mental services:-
htedS_ASSeSSMent Of the mentally
int ft:Ude-Up Care fot recently
ditch-tinged patients of mental
health facilities.

mental Retardation.
Facilities and Com-
munity Mental Health
Centers_Aet. Of 1963
Title II, P.L. 68-
I64._ad_aMendedi 42
usc 2681. .

Federal:
National_ Institute
of Mentai_HosIth.,
ADAMHA. PHS. DHHS

State:
Designated state
agency

Chronically mentally ill
persons:

FT 78 $269.7
FY 79 6313.7
FT zo 5290.1
FT 81 5272.3

(This program has Been
fUri6ed_4ider the
AICblitil. Driig Atiiiii and
Mental Realth Block
Grant since FY 1982.) 1,

:rippled Children's
Services
(A program under
the Maternal and
Child He th
Block Grnnt)

Extends and improves medical and
related services to crippled

n . and_ funds_ po-nds se a
_

r

jects to increase services for
crippled children. Services may
;1-hidy: locating crippled
r.41dren, diagnosis, surgery,
after care, and the training of
professional personnel.

, .

Social Security Act
of 1935, Title V.
Section 504, P.L.

as amended:
42 USC 704.

Federal:
Public Health
Service, DHHS

State:
State Crippled
Children's Agencies

Children under age 21 who
are_crippIed or -have a
condition that leads to
crippling;

0-,

FY 78 5 97.5
rr 79 $102.1
Fr CO $102.1

(This program was folded
into the maternal and
Child Health Clock
Grant in FT 81. See
MCH_appropriations for
FY 81-83 toe the -block

. grant appropriations.)

Wvelopmental
Ditability
Program

0

Creates state planning councils
(1) to epees the needi of the
developmentally disabled popu-
lation, (2) to determine service
priorities, and (3) to design
and coordinate the services pro-
vlded to the developmentally
disabled-population. Also
establish:4mA: protection-and_
advocacy ayatala in -each state
to manure the right, of develop-
mentally disabled parsons:
provides grants to,University-:

<

Mental Retardation
Facilities and Com-
Inunity Mental Health
Centers Ant of 1963.
Title I. P.L. se
164, as-amended: 42
USC 0061.

.

.

Federal:
Administration on
Developmntal Die-
abilities, Office
of Human Develop-
went Services, DHRS.

State:
Designated state
planning council

Persons with severe._ _

chronic_mental or physical
impairment which_originatea
before_age_22_and reaUlte
in substantial limitation;
in major_llie_activitieS.
(No sly: limitations)

FY 78 559.125
ri 79 559.125
FT 80 562.437
FT-dl 559,431
FY 82 558,683

'FT 83 $60,500
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OGIO104 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION ENABLING LEGISLATION
ADMINISTERING

AGENCY
BENEFICIARY
ELIGIBILITY

APPROPRIATIONS
(S M1111614)

elopmental
usability
,rogram
Continued)

affiliated facilities.to train
,
personnel to serve develop-
mentally disabled persons; and

. provides grants for projects
aimed at improving services to
the developmentally disabled.

. t

(cation of the
landicappod
P.L. 89-313)

providesphpecialized_programs
and services for handicapped
children in lel state operated
Or- state- supported schools and
(b) local education agency pro-
grams if_the_child left a state
agency program to enroll in_the
local agency programs. _Services
may include: .academic and
vocational instruction, health
end social services, counseling,
esse ss ment. occupational and
physical therapy, and recrea-
tion.

Elementary-and Secondary
EducatiOn ACE of 1965,
Title I. Part B._P.L._
89-10,-as_amended; 20
USC 241 e(6)0);

.

Federali_ ___
Special Education
Programe_and_Rahe
bilitation Services
Admin.. DED.

State:_' ____ _

,

Agencies

,

Hanftrapped_childrem_through
age:20 who have not yet cos-
plated grade 12.

.

er 70 $122
Py 79 $133
FY 80 $144
ry 81 $153

-.

ry 02 5147
FY 83 S147
-

--1?

ternal and_Child
lealth Services
IA program_under
the Maternel one
Child Health
Block GPant)

Provides preventive health
services to children and -prep-
hint women_who have- limited
indifiti; The_goal_is to reduce
infant mortality_and improve
the health of childken and_
mothers so,!as to redure the
incidence of developmental
61.abiliti...

Social SOCUrity___
Amend:Mint. of_1983._
Title V,- Section 503.
P.L. 88- 156; -as
amended: 42 USC 703.

e

Federal:
Bureau Of COmmunity
Health Services,
Health Services
Administration,
Public Health Ser-
vice. DHHS

States
state health
agenciis

Infants, children,
adolescents. and pregnant
women who have low incomes
or resibe in areas where
access to health care is
limited.

PY 78 5235.0
FY 79 5243.4
FY 80 $243.4
FY 81 $457.3
FY 82 "5373.0
rY 83 S173.0

Prior to FY 81. NCR
Services were funded
as An Individual-pro-
gram. Starting in
PT sL_thi program
war folded -Into a
block _grant which_
includes seven other
specialized programs..
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PROGRAM PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
ADMINISTERING

ENABLING LEGISLATION AGENCY
BENEFICIARY
ELIGIBILITY

APPROPRIATIONS
(6 millions)

Imedica101_
Title XIX

Pays_for health care .snd related
services for most children and
adults receiving AFDC or 581,
and for children and adults who
are-considered 'medically needy'
in 29 states (i.e., this is a
state option).

Scial Security
Amendments of 1965,
Title XIX, P,L, 89-
97, as amendedt 42
US: 1396. .

Pederali
Health Care Financing
Adm! DHHS

State;
State welfare, health
or human services
agencies

Recipients of AFDC and
SSI (15 states have mire
restActive_income_eligiT
bility for SSI_recipientc,_
wibh_a_'spend down' clause).
30 states cover persons_
whose_income_is too high
for AFDC or BSI;

'(Medicare-)
Title XVIII

Part A provides hospital
insurance protection for covered
services to disabled chidren

. aged 18 and over who receive
SSDI. Also provides ipsurance
for disabled adults who receive
SSDI and for most people over
age 65. Part B provides
optional medical insurance at
a monthly premium (for physician
bills and other categories of
medical services).

Social Security
Amendments of 1965,
Title XVIII, Parts
A and 8, P.L. 89-97,
as amended; 42 USC
1395.

flealt-hICare_Financing
Administration, DHSS

. ,Stater__

(no st&toi involve-
ment

Disa5led children_aged_18
and_over_who receive_SSDI
(must receive SSDI for 24
months before eligible
tor Medicare); Also
covered (after_a 24 month
waiting_ period) are III
'disabled adults under age
65 who_receive_SSDI; Also_
covered ino_waiting period)
are_all Social Security _

recipients aged 65_and_ov;,r,
and most_people with_chronie
kidney_ disease.- Persons
aged 65 and over who are not
eligibln_for_Social_Security
may_obtain_Part_A coverage
at mit of $113 monthly
(7/82-6/83).

FY 78 510,680
FY 79 612,407
FY BO 513,957
FY B1 $16,837
FY 02 517;394
FY 83 519. :33

Ft 78 525,212
et 79 529i148
FY 80 535,034
FY 81 342.488
FY 82 $5u,444
FY 63 $57,387

--(est)

(These figures
represent_outlays,
as_this_program_is
primarily funded
rather than_through
the - appropriations
process.).
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PROGRAM PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
. ADMINISTERING

ENABLING LEGISLATION AGENCY

SOCiel Serutity
Ditibility
IntUrance
iSeD11

Provides monthly cash benefits to
dependent-Children of eligible
persons, IhrlUdin0 certain die-
abled_dbildrin-iced IS and over.
Also Provides benefits to
covered workers, who become dis-
abled and therefore cannot work,
as well as to disabled spouses.
Benefit amounts are related to
the past earnings of the
insured worker.

Social Security
AMindMants of 1956,
Title II, Section
- 202(d), P.L. 84-880,
and Amendments of
1958 (P.L. 85-8401
and 1960 (P.L, 86-
778i, as amended;
42 USC 401:

BENEFICIARY
ELIGIBILITY

Federal:
Social Security
Administration, DHSS

State:
Eligibility !It
determined by_state
disability deter-
mination service.,
under rmntract to
the SSA. Benefits
are administered
by district offices
of the SSA,.

Disabled children aged IS anq
over or retired, deceased or
disabled Secial SecuritY -
eligibles, if the children
were permanently- disabled
before ago 22. Also eligi-
ble are persons whg_have
worked fors sufficient
period under Social _

Security to be insUred and
who become physically or
mentally_impairedi disabled
spouses of retired,
deceased or disabled social
security-eligibles; depen-
dent children of Social .,,

Security-eligibles (i.e..
unmarried children urder
age 18, or including age
18 ifta full-time stusent.
end eligible grandchwilren).
Disability is defined as an
inability to participate in
substantial gainful employ-
ment due to a medically
determinable impairMent that
(a expected to last at least
11 months.

APPROPRIATIONS
IS million:II

FY .8 512,655
FY 79 S13,944
FY 80 515,332
FY 81 $160124
FY e2 520,035
Fr 83 518,103

(est.)

(These figures
represent outleyv.!
us this program -is,
funded through a
trust fund rather
than through the .

approOriations
process.)



PROGRAM PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

ADMINISTERING
ENABLING LEGISLATION ' AGENCY

Supplemental
Security
Income (SSI)

Provides monthly cash tlenefits to
disabled and blind children who
have limited income and assets
(parents are financially liable
for minor children living at
home); Also provides benefits
to disabled; blind and aged
idUIta who have limited income
and assets. Thejsaximum monthly
SS! benefit_is_$304 for e_single
person-and 5456 for married_
couples in 1983-84. All but

--I-Tirlit-ertilcurrently supplement
federal SSI payments.

BENEFICIARY APPROPRIATIONS
ELIGIBILITY (S millions)

SoCial Security____
Amendments of 1972.
Title XVI; Parts -A
and B. P.L. 9.7603;
as-amended: 42 DSC
1381;

Title XX
Social Services

FroVides social services to
children and adults on _public
assistance and other low-
income persons. Services must
be directed towardt_ preventing
or remedying_abuee or neglect

-of_chidren and adults,
achieving or maintaining
economic self-sufficiency, pro,
viding community based or home
based care, or enabling-indivi-
duals to secure appropriate
institutional ca when necessary.
Many states use -tee of their

Social Security
:intendment. of 1956,
Title XX, P.L. _87-
543, as_anended1
42.USc 1397.

Federal,
Social Security
Administration; DHHS

States;
Eligibility is
determined by state
disability determina-
tion services,.under
contract to the_SSA.
In 23 states, all
benefits are
administered_by
district_offices
of the SSA; the
rti,Aloing states-
administer the state
supplementation por-
tion through state
human services
agencies;

Disabled blind and aged per-
sons with limited income_ and
assete. Disability is
defined as an inability to
engage in any eubstantial
gainful_activity_due to a
medically determined_phy-
sicaF_or mental_impairment
that is- expected to laat.,-
or has lasted, at least 12
months.

FY 78 55,250
FY 79 55,557
FY 80 56,323
FY 81 57,368
FY 82 57,772
FY 83 58.543

(Annual appro-
priations_may_
reflect II. 12;

13 months of
;..)rents and
thus vary con-
siderably from
year to year.)

Federal: _ _
Office of Human
Development Ser-
vices; DHHS

States
State -Title XX
agerc!_es

States determine ellgiblity
service by service
(generally eligibility_is
limited_to persons with
income below_I15 percent
of the state's median
inCome, adjusted for
family sire.)

FY 78 52.646
FY 79 52.908
FY 80 $3.271
ey 81 52.991
FY 82 52;4ap
FY 83 52;450
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PROGRAM ZROGRAK DESCRI7TION ENABLING LEGISLATION
ADMINISTERING

AGENCY

BENEFICIARY
ELIGIBILITY

APPROPRIATIONS
(S millions)

Title XX
Social Services
!Continued)

TitIG XX funds to provide
special-services to Mini:116004d
persons. Other serviette soy
includes day care, information
and referral, residential care
and treatment, and special ser-
vices for the blind and disabled.

Vocational_
EducationEducation

,

Provides vocational,programe for__
handicap'? ed routh at the secondary
education level and beyond. Also
serves non-handicapped__individuals
who desire and need education and

employment-training for employment,
cent of each state's funds must be
expended for special supplementary
services for handicapped partici-
pants.

Vocational Education Act
of 1963, P.L. 88-210, as
amended; 20 USC 2301.

,

Federal:
Office of Vocational
and Adult EducatiOn,
Department of Educe-
tion

States
Designated state
board or agency

Individuals at or beyond-the
level

[defined as 7th_cr 9th
grade, depending ins the ,

state) who require voca-
tional training. ,

Generally, individuals
under -age 15 do not par-_ .

ticipate in Vocational_
Education programa._ (In
1980-81 an estimated 41
of participants at the
secondary level were
handickved youth.)

;.; 4

FY 80
FY el
FY 82,
FY ,

l412.-

5784.0
5681.6
5648.6
$728.7

Vocational
Rellbilitatior

Provides compranhensiveservicem
; to persons with mental and phy-

sical disabiliLias with t'.. goal
'f dasisting thew tobecomegain-
.ully employed,__Services_may
include: diagnosis, evaluation,
counseling, training. reader/
Interpreter servicNa fo- 'he
blind/deaf, indbaii, faiiiitahand4

Rehabilitation Act of
1973, Title 1, P.L.
93-112, as amended; .

29 USC 701.

Fedora's_ __ _____
Special Education _

er6grams ani_lionabi-
iiteition Services,
Adm.;- Department of
Education

States
State VA h,gencie

.1n.sividuali 14ith_physical
or mental disabilities
which result in a 6.t-
stantial handicap te,
employment and hd have
reasonable; chance of
.:omin- eMplOyabie

Lnrough tihat,i14atinn
service... The emphasis

FY 78
FY 19
"Y 80
FY 81
FY 82
FY 83

5751
$818
$817
5854
5863
SQ44



PROGRAM
eROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Vdeationel____
Rehabiliteticrl

ti

rehobilitation period.
:-icployment placement. Ira

prewal illey_J.Iao_ pay tot an
individual to attend collepa;

T

ADMINISTERING
BENEFICIARY

APPROPRIATIONS

ENABLING LEGISLATION
AGENCY

ELIGIBILITY
1$ millions)

is on parsons with_seOite

hendicaps.
Becsuse_of the__

focus on empltiOibilityi_per
sons under IC years_do_not_
oenerelly receive VR services.


